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The football team nipped
Northeastern 24.- 2l Saturday ·a fternoon and the
hockey team tied ·Lowell
5-5 later that night. Turn
the paper over and read
Sports.
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Johnny Winter is not in
this issue, but R.E.M. and
Pete Townsend are. See
storys on pages 19 and 20.
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Trustees approve 'budget
By S. Kinney

Students lining up for pre-registration 1nformadon. (Mar
DesRochers photo)

Registration
plan changes
By Marla G. Smith
Upperclassmen flocking to
Thompson Hall yesterday found
new instructions in next semester's preregistration packets.
, According to Marc Schwarz,
director of the University's
Academic Advising '" Ce'ntet,
"This year's preregistration is
divided so freshmen are registering separately."
Current second-s:e mester
freshmen, sophomores, juniors,
and seniors must preregister
between Oct. 27 and Nov. 5.
First-semester freshmen, admitted in Sept. 1986, must
preregister between Nov. 1321.
Vice Preside.nt of Academic
Affairs Richard Hersh, said
upperclassmen are sti'll given
priorities for classes. However,
in allowing the upperclassmen
to register first, the freshmen
will be able to tell "what classes
are full."
The new plan encourages and
· allows students t0 take as many
General Education requirements in their freshman and
sopho~ore years as possible,
said Hersh.
"The hope is that by setting
places aside for freshmen, they
will have a better chance for the
courses they need," said
Schwarz.
·
When freshmen begin to
pren~giste_! on Nov. l?, they will

The University System of
New Hampshire (USNH) trustees approved a budget request
for $111 million for fiscal years
1988 and 1989 on Oct. 29.
The budget request w"ill be
forwarded to Governor John
Sununu and the 1987 state
legislature.
USNH secretary Arthur
Grant said the budget calls for
$111 million in funds to USNH
from the State of New Hampshire payable over the next two
years; This is a $28.3 million
increase from last year.
·
Claire Van Ummerson
USNH chf}ncellor, said at 33.9
percent, this is th,e smaUest
percent increase proposed by
the trustees in over a decade.
USNH will increase the total
system-wide expendirures by
about $40.2 million. The system
includes UNH, Keene State
College, Plymouth Stat~ College,
UNH at Manchester and the

School for Lifelong Learning. people. According to trustee
These ·institutions would pro- Paul Holloway, "while our
vide about $12 million. The benefits program is a good one,
trustees were told the money we lag behind in pay. We have
would come from tuition in- not been able to give market
cr~ases and -other non-state
adjustments in those areas to
sources.
stay competitive," said Hollo~
The budget request is in two way.
parts; the base-level request and
Holloway said low pay is a
the "priority" request.
~ reason .for the high turn over
The base-level bud_get will rate in jobs in the system.
include education and general
The base-level budget would
expenses. The budget projects also provide an additional $1.7
an increase .i n education and million in fina.ncial aid.
general expenses. General exPriority funding, the second
penses cover all other expenses _ part of the budget request, asks
except self-financing operations the state to provide another
such as residence and dining $10 .1 millio~ for "program
halls and grant sponsored pro- enhancement.
grams. Projections are based on
"Program enhancement"
annual average increases expe- would strengthen the quaJity
rienced during the mid 1980's.
of certai.n acaclemic programs.
The base-level request does At UNH this includes suppor't
not seek funds for adding· new for library and computer assistpersonnel, programs or services.· ance instruction. President GorThe request will increase the . don A . Haaland saia· these
pay of u ni.versity operating program funds wiil enable rthe
staff. These are clerical, trades
BtI_DGET page 21
and craft, skills and technical :_

receive a .Freshman Course List
along with a Time aq.d Room
Sched~le. The courses included
in the Freshman Course List
have-space reserved in them for
freshmen. These students are
,_eq_c911._rage,d. to coµiplete,. at ,least
si:f General Education courses
during their first year.
.
Undeclared -s tudents should
go to the Advising Center in
Murk1.ahd Hall. Declared students a~e .e ncouraged to meet
with appropriate department
advisers. Whittemore School
of Business and Economics
. (WSBE) students should go to
the WSBE Advising Center. ·
Students are advised to list
an alternate for every cours.e.
This year priority cards will not
be issued to students who fail
to list alternate chokes.
Students checking out a pre-Halloween sale in the MUB yesterday. (Mark DesRochers photo)
According to Registrar Stephanie Thomas, "Students will
have their , social security
number keyed into a computer
when they hand in compl~ted
preregistration forms to the
registrar's office.
Thomas said)ast year 1500
mistakes were made as students
wrote the wrong social security
and Features director for
By David Olson
Last week, Griffith and Jones
numbers, or wrote incorrect . Ron Spicer has .resigned as MUSO.
called for Spicer's resignation
course numbers on the forms.
Spicer resigned Friday after because they alleged he miPresident of the Memorial Un..:.
The new process of typing in
ion Student Organization coming under fire from SAFC shandled contract negotiations
numbers should only take 30
(MUSO) and Pub Programmer Chairperson Warner Jones, with the Royce-Carlton tale[l.t
seconds per student, and alleChris Williams was voted in SAFO Business Manager Jim
viate the number of errors. "It
Griffith, and Student Body
yesterday to fill the positioQ.
, 1 , , ).' •:, .SPICER, page 22
will be worth it," Thomas said.
· · Spicer will become the A_rts President Jay Ablondi.

Spicer resigns MUSOpost
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Divers laugh under water and-aggravate lobsters
By Mark DesRochers
Who has not dreamed of
finding gold and jewels at the
bottom of the ocean? Twenty
UNH students took their first
plunge last weekend.
Students from diving instructors Liz Kinsing and Dr. Frank
Hel.ies l:>eginning SCUBA class
' took .their certifacation dives
in the Atlantic Ocean,
Despite the 50 deg. rees Farenheit water temperature,
wind, and cold land temperatures, the students were anxious
to begin. "It is a new adventure,"
said senior Julie Ann Kercher.
"It is a neat sport but we just
have to be careful."
Being careful is the major
emphasis that is taught to the
·students. Before they get wet,
students are screened for medical deficiencies that could cause

dangerous than parachuting,"
said sophomore Curt Grace .
"But I feel that I have been
instructed by the best people
I
f'd
·
so · am con 1 ent m my training
and ability."
The ocean is the final test and
the first reward for student's
efforts.
I · 9 30
p 'd
t tS : on a rt ay morning ·.
in the parking lot at Nubble·
Lighthouse in York, Maine. The
divers are finishing the time
· tas k of putting on
consuming
neoprene wetsuits complete
with h. oods, gloves and booties.
They look no different than the
.divers in a Jacques Costea u
documentan1. People help each
J
other with their
equipment and
spurts of compressed_g,ir being
released can be heard as they
check to-.ree that their regulator_s

descent.
The visibility allows us to see
20 feet ahead. We_ swim just
above the bottom, cruising down
ov~r beds of urchins and star-

1

ar.e working properly.
I am already iff the water and
I can feel the cold water leaking
in through the seams in my
wetsuit. Other students are
stumbling backwards into the
water. It is a comical sight
watching these people tr11ing

problems underwater.
A lecture follows, 'e xplaining
the dangers, physics, and the
rewards of diving. Afterwards,
students are encouraged to
decide whether they wish to
continue the course.
J
Students who continue are .to walk with flippers on their
feet and sixty pounds of weight
given a swim test and six weeks strapped to their body.
of comprehensive pool instrucDr. Helies is my group leader
tion. During the six weeks, they and he pairs me with Dave
are taught how to use the Arbetter, mypartnerfortheday.
equipment safely, and how to
You have dove with me before
react to situations that may so you know that I go slow. Just
occur in the ocean.
·stay with me and have fun, 11 -said
"Statistic wise, it is more . H el ies. We nod and bef!in our
·
11

flounder in his hand. Then he·
lets it go because we have no
bag to keep it in.
·
The rest of the dive is spent
turning over rocks' to aggrevate
·the lobsters that live beneath
it. They spread their claws
defensively and retreat from
their aggressors.
We keep a close eye on our
air gauges·and head back when
we reach 900 psi( pounds per
tsquare inch) of air left in the
tank.
·
We surface near the rocks
where the next group of divers
awaits us for some of our
equipment. How is it?" Jessica
'George asks. Dave and I tell of
our experiences as we exchange
gear. Another group surfaces
and swims toward us. They
climb up the rocks as we did
minutes before, thrashing and
rolling on their stomachs like
beached whales.
Conversations. are now being
carried on as everyone ex changes stories as well as gear.
nwe had a bag with four or five
lobsters in it,'' said senior John
Sedensky. 11Liz grabbed it and
dumped them out. We couldn't
stop laughing, if you can laugh
underwater. 11
Close to 80 people are certiDesRochers photo)
fied every year through the
We wa,tch as he slowly lowers UNH program. Because of the
his hand to the bottom. Then popularity of the class, seniors
re.given first enrollment prior- _
he punches what looks like sand
until he holds up a two foot
SCUBA page .22
Oave is petting its belly. I pet
it and then we let it go so we
can catch up with Dr. Helies.
He is hovering over a sandy
ar~a and _poin_ting_ do'!'ln_ at it.

Eline O'Neal in full gear. (Mark

fish. Dave taps me and I turn·
to see him holding a large red
and orange fish by it-s tail. It
appears to be enjoying the way

1

NEWS IN BRIEF
Two Newmarket swans
.killed by hunters

Mets take World Series

NEWMARKET-Two swans named Apollo and
Venus, and known by many residents, were shot
dead this weekend.
The swans whose wings wen~ injured and taught
not to fly, were two of four swans taken care of
by Kick Schanda. He normally would move all the
swans upshore for the winter after the females
had hatched their eggs, but this year, because high
tides and storms swept away the nests, he could
not reach them in one place. Thus this fall the swans
roamed freely in the bay area until they were shot
Saturday.
"It was like taking a part of the town heritage,"
Schanda said. 'Tm devastated as is the town."
There are no names of the two suspects, but police
are following leads. The police are also talking with
the Fish and Game Department to find out if any
wildlife regulations were broken.

"Wait 'til next year" will undoubtedly be, the
cry heard across New England today as people learn
their Red Sox lost the final game of the World Series
to the New York Mets by a score of 8-5. The winning
pitcher was Roger McDowell, and the loser was
Calvin Schiraldi, a former Met.
Bruce Hurst started the game for the Sox on three
days rest and was racked for three runs in the sixth
inning. Mets hurler Ron Darling was knocked out
in the fourth inning after giving up three runs.
· The Mets won the Series, four games to three.

Pope gathers religjous
leaders
ASSISI,- Italy- In this town made famous because
of Saint Francis, Pope John Paul II brought together
leaders from 11 major non-Christian religions for
a one day celebration of peace.
_
The Pope said, "We are here because we are sure
that ... we need prayer.. . if the world is finally to
become a place of true and permanent peace."
One hundred sixty people participated, including
Moslems, Buddhists, Jews, Hindus, Zoroastrians,
Sikhs, Jains, Bahais, American Indians, Protestants
and other non-Roman Catholic Christians. Two
participants were Dal?; Lama, the exiled Duddhist
God-King of Tibet, who was the first to greet the
Pope, and John Pretty-o:-- -Top, a Crow Indian from
Montana wearing a feathered headdress.
In coordination with this gathering, many waring
parties suported the Pope's request for a 24-hour
truce. Many factions in Lebanon's civil war and
the Contra guerrillas in Nicaragua recognized the
Pope's appeal, but the Amrerican-backed guerrillas
in Angola did not:
-

.Former New Hampshire·
Governor Adams died
Monday
HANOVER-Sherman Adams, who was governor
from 1949-1953, died at the age of 87 from
respiratory and renal failure.
Adams became an assistant to President Eisenhower after he organized Eisenhower's 1953 New
Hampshire primary and general election victories.
During this time he was so influential that
Eisenhower supposedly did not accept any policy
papers unless they were signed "S.A., O.K."
When Eisenhower had a heart attack and was
hospitalized in 1955, a committee of top-ranking
officials ran the country with Adams i_n charge.
Eisenhower c,alled him "the Boss" while others
called him "the Rock." Columnists said he was the
second most powerful man in the country and called
him "Assistant President."
Unfortunately all this came to an end whe!l he
resigned in 1958 because it was found he received
some gifts·, including a vicuna coat from a Boston
textile industrialist friend. Eisenhower supported
him though and said, "I need him."
Things further declined for him when he was

convicted of income tax evasion, served eight months
in prison and lost his fortune .
He lived with his wife for 56 years until her death
in 1979.
·

Statue of Lib~rty Celebration, part two
NEW YORK-Today is the official centennial
of the Statue of Liberty, which was dedicated on
October 27, 1886 and the last of the three day
celebration for the statue.
,
At today's public ceremony the French Minister
of Culture., Francois Leotardd, whose country donated
the statue, American representatives James A. Baker
3rd, the Treasury Sec~etary, and Donald P . Hodel,
the -Interior Secretary, and Donald P. Hodel, the
Interior Secretary, and ARmen Avedisian, chairman
of the Centennial Commission, will dedicate a time
capsule which will be buried at the end of this year
in the stuatue's museum. The capsule will not be
opened until the statue's bicentennial and tape
recordings of this celebration and the one in July
and messages from dignitaries will be in the capsule.
On Monday, 80 Americans from 42 ethnic groups
were awarded the Ellis Island Medal of Honor.
Among the numerous recipients were Muhammad
Ali, Cesar-Chavez, the the 1960'deader,, Benjamin
Hooks, executive di recto re of the National Asso·cia tion o.f Colored People and Arthur Ochs
Sulzberger, the publisher of the The N,'ew York
Times.
A parade started the festivities on Sunday, in
which many nationalities were represented, including Chinese, Lebanese ana Irish and all the
participantss were declared grand mar~hals.
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Hersh stresses importance
of ,' new.drug policies
Hersh said another problem
By Bryan Alexander
Vice-President of Academic is the growing acceptance of
_Affairs Richard H. Hersh spoke drugs in our community. He said
before the student senate Sun- this could not be solved by an
day on the importance of the increase in police.
1
"It is clearly a ~alue question
new drug policy imposed by the
not just an importance quesuniversity.
Hersh said drugs are a prob- tion," said Hersh.
Student Body Vice-President
lem at UNH, but not as bad as
they are on other campuses. He Barbara Cerretta asked Hersh
said he was not naive enough , why the administration puts
to expect the drug problem to students in a situation where
disappear but hopes it will at they must call their parents once
caught with drug~ or face being
least drastically cut down.
Hersh pointed out that_ large kicked out o{schoof ft is patrondormitories make the problem 1zmg to make the stuaems race
worse. He said in many instan- this punishment, she said.
Hersh said he had never
ces dorms such as Stoke cause
thought about this aspect, and
the problem to breed.
"The problem is you've got it was not the intention of the
people who are very, very administrators. He said calling
young," said Hersh, "and people the parents would put the
who are less young. We've got parents in the position 0f a
· "support _gr<~rnp" for the
them all in the same place."

I

The entrance to the UNH Tree Farm. (Stu Evans photo)

troubled individual rather than
serve as a punishment.
"Look," Hersh said, "you're
beyond punishment ftom your
_parents. You were beyond pun1sh men t from your parents
when you went to seventh
grade."
"There are a -lot of parents
who call my office and call
anybody the-y can at the University," sai~ He~sh. "I mean _they
are worried sICk that the kid is
going to innocently...get hurt."
Senator Jason Sachs said he
was not conyinced with this
argument. He said the university is not treating students as
if they are adults.
Hersh agreed with the Sach's
comment.
, "If I said you are adults before
I ta__ke it_ back,'' said Hersh.
HERSH_, page 18

Tree farm sprouts
By Beth Ineson
John Bozak, chairman of the
3,386 woodland acres owned New Hampshire Tree Farm
by UNH have been designated Committee and associate proby the American Forest Council fessor of Forest Technology said
as a tree farm .· Only five other designation "recognizes the
universities hold this title na- quality, long term management
tionally.
of forests which ar_e protected
The woodlands, primarily from fire, insects, and disease."
located around Durham and
Acco.t;~ingtoBozak,theAmer
Ossipee, were dedicated Oct. 17 ican Forest Council began dein an outdoor ceremony at the signating forests as tree farms
Horticultural Center. The of- in the mid 1940's to private land
ficial tree farm sign and certif- owners. Within the last ten
icate were presented to graduate years the council has decided
students Dave Justice and Tom to recognize public properties
Luther, the present and incom- that show good forest manage- ing woodlands managers.
ment. Besides UNH, University
President Gordon Haaland of Massachussetts and Univerand Forest Resources Professor sity of Maine are .the only other
Harold Hocker gave welcoming schools in New England recogstatements. Approximately 65 nized as tree farms.
students and faculty attended
The tree farm designation
the ceremony.
process began when Michael
"The management of a forest - Burke, a' former woodlands
is much like the education of manager, became a forest ina student," said Jane Difley, a spector for the New England
representative of the American Forest Foundation. Btirke, along
For-est Council. "Both represent with Bozak, proposed the idea
an investment of time and to President Haaland and the
money. Both involve a cert~in _Woodlands Committee, a group
amount of risk and, in both of 13 faculty members. After
- cases, one does n~H kn_ow the the id_e a was appro~, 1t _was
outcome. The U nivers1ty may submitted to the Affie-r-t-can
well serve as a model for oth- Forestry Council.
TREES, page 8
ers."
1

SENATE BRIEFS
By Bryan Alexander
-At the student senate meeting Sunday, Student Body President Jay Ablondi announced
the Board of Trustees have
approved the budget for the 8788 school year. The budget will
be sent to the state legislature
in the spring.
Ablondi said the budget ts for
$111 million. He stressed there
is "no fluff' to the budget so
that any sections the legislature
did not agree on would be picked
up by UNH students.
"If they cut this budget in any
way we're going to have to make
it up with other resources," said
Ablondi, "mainly through -tuition."
Ablondi said the tuition is
~lready going to see a "modest"
increase. This comes to $100
1

for in-state students and $400
for out-of-state students.
Ablondi said the senate will
begin lobbying the legislature
in support Qf the bill.
•Academic Affairs Chai.r person Melissa Buloang said her
council will be looking in_to a
bill which will raise incentives
in classes where students take
courses for credit and receive
a pass/fail grade.
She -said professors w-ere
upset that some students were
looking to get by with the
minimum reqwirinent of a Dgrade. The bill will allow grades
received in this class which are
above the stu;dt;nt' s grade point
average to be averaged as well.
_ Buloang said this will ~ncourSENATE, page.16

Student Senator Robert Weyers berg and former MUSO President
Ron Spicer at Sunday's senate meeting. (Bryan Alexander photo)

~arents

will explore campus

p.m.
Brunch is available at StilBy Sabra Clarke
Dinner is offered to all par- lings, Huddleston, and PhilParents weekend Oct. 31Nov. 2 is an opportunity for ents at the dining halls at a brook dining halls ($4.50 at. the
parents to learn firsthand about charge of $5.00 per person and door).
The football game against the
life at the University of New no reservations are necessary.
The
ev~ening
will
end
on
a
University
of Rhode Island will
Hampshire.
_
A variety of activities includ- cultural note with the American begin at 1 p.m.
Repertory Theater's presenta-' -From 4:30-8:00 p.m. a Special
ing sports events, concerts
meetings with professors and tion of 'The ~ing Stag." It is Parents Weekend dinner will
advisers, and tours to give described as a theatrical fairy be given at the Granite State
parents a chance to answer any tale for all ages with larger than Room of the Memorial Union
questions that they might have life puppets. The presentation Building. Student entertainment
about the U oiversity.
' is at Johnson Theater, Paul will be provided. ·
Parents Weekend '86 will
Parents Weekend '86 will Creative Arts Center at 8:00
begin on Friday with classes p.m. (reservations are needed.) wind down on Sunday with
Saturday's events start with various church services in the
which are open to visitors. A
schedule of these designated a tour of the New Science and area, brunch and a women's
soccer game against Keene State
classes will be available at the Engineering Center.
"What's on Tap?" is a discus- at 1:00 p.m.
Information Center in the MUB.
"I would like parents to go
sion presented on the U niverAt 2 p.m., the UNH men's
sity's
comprehensive
approach
home
with the feeling that they
soccer team will face the Unito alcohol and drug issues on · (the pa!ents) are not separate
verstiy of Rhode Island at Lewis
Field. The UNH Women's field . campus. UNH President Gor- from the University. That
don Haaland will give a
hockey team will play Boston
p ARENTS, page 22
welcoming address. College at Memorial Field at 3
I

_Write news for THE NEW HAMPSHIRE and have your
name in print

-

-
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Ho w ha s the W~~Id Se rie s ch an ge d, yo ur life in .
··
.· . :the las t few da yS ? . .

'

.
;;.

.

..

go down to the Frank~
/in and drink $2.50
pitchers. I never.g o t~/ the
Franklin.'':
· -~Mike Pompi an
· Sen.i or
Business A~minfstr:ation
ff I

,ffJ hate~ the

Mets, and my
cha~pagn:e is collec ting
dust."
. ~Jeff '/J_p,r[au/
., jc: Seni6r.
Economics

\

ffl di.~t watch·the seventh
game ' ause I was studyin g
for an xam."
,,_ ·" \ -X<:Zrin .Rubel ':

fflt ha~n't change d

. . '~.,. _,rShij-~ ~~!~-·.
Sophmore
C<:>mmunicf;lntjons

Economics

GRE EN ACRES STABLES IS LUCKY!

~ '

at all. lwani the Red Sox .
to win, but I don't follow
the games t~at mu~b. ''

.;\ · .·- ," ·, 'Sentot·. .
\

,,

nzy '/Jfd

'. , .

ctor.
We're lucky to have David Kenner Boley as our new he~d trainer ~nd instru
He's got a very impressive background includ.!ng training the Olympic Gold
Medal Horse, Touch of Class .and students, who' ve won nationally.
st in
We're lucky to have a wond erful facility~ Our indoor arena is the bigge
northern New England and we tiave over 100 acres to ride and roam.
We have .a wonderful boarding facility tool
ners
We're lucky .to be offering instruction of the highest quality. Frorn begin
to those who wish to come show with us, we're ready to helpl
Come join us and be lucky tool -

Green Acres Stables, Inc. • Drevv Road .~ • Dover, .NH
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Journalists learn from pros

·Tue_sday, October 28

By Maiir~en -AfiJH..gm:- - - . -~. ~.~lism will improve overall." Worcester, MA felt strongly
Students from college, and . l..-ari"'was' a1irect~v-involved in about this area of discussion.
power that w': mu~t _
university newspapers through- organizing the N~ England
use carefully," said Schumaker.
out New England met with Chapter.
.
newspaper specialists at the first
The theme of Saturday's con- The written word is extremely
conference for New England ference was "Learn from the powerful and we must be reCampus Journalists held on pros." Michael Phelps, Chair-' sponsible when using that powSaturday. .
_
man of the New England News- er."
Students were afforded the
The conference, held at the paper Association's Journalism
New England Center, was spon- Education Committee said the opportunity to learn -from each
sored by the New England idea of the conference went other during the informal panel
College Newspaper Association beyond this theme. "We're discussions and at a luncheon
(NECNA). NECNA is a newly going to meet some of the best held in the New England Center
formed organization geared newspaper people in New Eng- dining room. James Alteri, a
toward networking student ed- land but .we' 11 also have the student journalist from Mt.
itors and journalists throughout opportunity to learn from each Wachusett Community CoHege
the region.
.
· other," he said during his op- in Gardner, MA said, "] feel I
am learning as much from other
Although this was the first ening remarks;
College Newspaper Association
Speakers and panelists for the students as · I am from the
conference in New England, the roundtable discussions included professiOnals.
During the afternoon busiorganization has already estab- newspaper professionals spelished groups in the Midwest, cializing·in aJ:l aspects of the ness meeting, representatives
the West, and the South. Brian industry. Publishing, editing, from each school in attendance
Carr, Editor of the Babson production, advertising, and elected students. and faculty to
College Free Press was enthu- circulation were discussed by serve as officers and faculty
siastic about the organization. representatives of publications advisors for the newly formed
group. A set of by-laws were also
.. Participation in NECNA will all over New England.
be an intrinsic benefit to your
The underlying theme of ·the voted upon and accepted by the
paper,.. Carr told the over 100 speakers was q·u ality and re- student and faculty members. ·
students in attendance. "If yoµr sponsibility to the readers. The next NECNA Conference
individual papers are better, Thom;is Schumaker, Publisher will be held in Spring of 1987.
then New England college jour- of the Transcript-Telegram in

"we·have

tt

Men's Soccer-at Central Conn
Women's Studies Seminar Series-"How Do Women and '
Men Write Differently? A Comparison of Men's and Women's
Work in uflf Ameri~~!! Genre." Carr<?ll/Belknap Room, MUB,
12:30-2 p.m.
French/Italian Fil~-"The Lacemaker," (La Dentelliere).
Roem 303, James, 3.30 p.m.
Wednesday, October 29
Preregistration begins for Spring 1987
Men's Hockey-at Providence
Women's Field Hockey-at Springfield.
Marketing D~y-Professionals talking about thefr careers
in marketing. Room ~.12, McConnell, 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. .
Halloween Hobble-)k (3.1 mi) Cross country race. Outdoor
track, .field house, 3 p.m.
Women's Soccer-vs. Holy Cross, 3 p.m.
French/Italian Film~··The Lacemaker,"-(1:.a DenteUiere).
Room 303, James, 7 p.m.
New/Old Cinema-"Open City." Room 110 Murkland, 7
p.m.
Philosophy Lecture-"Minds, Brains and Computers,"
Professor John Searle (U.C. Berkeley) argues .rhat digi.tal
com_puters coufd not understand a!lythmg and that genume
·artificial intelt!gence is impossible. Howes Auditorium, Room
152 DeMeritt Hall, 8 p.m.
· _ , .
.
Thursday, October 30

Scholars review medieval lore

·Academic Lecture-"l.frths and Realities in Evaluating
Teaching," John Centra, PhD~ nationally reco.gnized authority
_on coll~e-level teaching and it's evaluation. Discussion to
follow. Room Ll03, Parsons Hall, 3:45 p.m.

By Deborah J. Robinson

. Earth Sciences Colloquium-"Trace Metal Distributions
in Mass. Bay: Sources and Sinks," by Dr. Gordon Wallace,
UMass, Boston. Room 119,James, 4 p.m. .

The 13th New England Medieval Conference held at the
New England Center last wee- .
kend brought together enthusiasts and experts in the field
of Anglo-Saxon history, art an~
literature.
The program was organized
by steering committee member
Dr. William Jones of the UNH
history department. There were
three presentation sessions of
works in progress ~n,d papers

on the language and literature
Richard Hersh, UNH viceof Beowulf, history and art of president for' academk afairs
the Anglo:-Saxons, and discus- delivered the welcoming address
s1ions on the c:urrent state of to the approximately 50 auscholarship in the field.
dience members. Hersh intro"Th~ Saturday morning reg- duced,the first session of read1strat10n w:;is a something of a ings, "Old English Language and
reunion for faculty members Literature."
r~preseniing Columbia U niverRobert P. Creed of the Unisity, Amherst College, Harvard .versity of Mass. at Amherst, was
University, and other New the first speaker. Creed pres- .
England colleges. Many had not ented an excerpt from his nearly
seen each other since last year's completed book entitled Beoconference at Connecticut Wes- wulf and the Deep P!'st.
leyan University.
CONFEREN<;:E~ page 13

English/Historx Lecture-"What I give my daugl!ter when
she was married : Documenting 18th Century NewBampshire
Interiors" a lecture by.Jane Nylander, Diret:tor of Strawberry
Banke. Room A-218, Paul Arts, 4 p.m. Free. ·
.•.

1

•

MUSO Film-"Halloween." Strafford Room, MUB; 7 and
9:30 p.m., students $1, gen~ral $2.
·
UNH Student Jazz Combos-Johnson Theater, Pa~l Arts,
a~~

.

.

.

MUB PUB-Now Sound Express, 9 p.m.
Friday, October 31
Parents' Weekend-Through November 2.

MID-YEAR BREAK

Men's.Soccer-vs. Rhode Island, Lewis Field, 2 p.m. /
Women's Field Hockey-vs. Boston College, Memorial Field,
3p.m.
.
MUSO Film-"Texas Chainsaw Massacre." MUB PUB, IO .
p.m. and midnight, students $2, general $4.
.·

__

..-·

__;~

.. .; ~USO

,~=-~LEARN~Q

BARTENDING
EARN EXTRA 1·NCOME ·
·G·ET PROFESSIONAL TRAINING AT
MASTER BARTENDER SCHOOL. IT'S
EASY AND FUN. TEL. (603) 659 - 3718

CALL

MASTER
ORWRITE BARTENDER SCHOOL
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
TODAY
84 Main Street
Newmarket, N.H. 03857

I

Fil~- "Halloween."

Cancelled

"-~ ~i.a.1!!~ed~rf i~:~~~;,tiA~.~'i:i'e;~ :~~::;i3'{t:~0..i··- -~~~-.--(observe deadlines ~n proper form).

The New H~mpshire (USPS 379-280) is published and distributed sem~
·weekly throughout the academic year. Ou( offices are located in Room·
151 of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business.
Qffice_hou~s: ~onday - Frida~ 10 am - 2 pni. Academic year subscription:
, $24.()0. Third class postage paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should
.check t~eir ads the first day. The New Hampshire will in no cas.e be '
responsible ~or cypo~raph.•;:al or ocher errors, but will reprint that P.art
?f an a_d~erusemenc m which -a typographical error appears, if notified
. 1mmed1acely. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New Hampshire,
. 151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824 . 10,000 copies printed per issue
by Journal Tribune Biddeford, Maine.

*word Association
(603) 659-6447

Word Processing • T.YPmg • Transcrip~ion
Durham, New Hampshire
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ACADEMIC
PEER ADVISING: Sponsored by Communications
Assoc iation . Assistance for communications students in course .sefection and basic guidelines for
the major requirements in preparation f0r pre=
pre-regi~tr:!~LG~, 'f"'UES-~~f;~ October 28 thro-ugh
"' ' Friday, October 31, Hallway outside 9f THCO Office,
Paul Arts, 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
·

PIZZA LUNCH: Every Friday tn October the NonTraditional Student Center will be offering pizzas
for $ 1 ~ slice. Come join us! Underwood House,
noon to 1 p.rn.
~

"!N THE NAME OF DEMOCRACY":, Sponsored.

by Committee on Central America. A film depicting
the civil war in El Salavador, focusing on El
Sa lvador 's use of propaganda through the U .S.
media to deceive the American public into believjng
PAPER WRITING WORKSHOP: Why wait for . the democracy is working in El Salvador. Tuesday,
the end.of semester rush? Workshop will help you _ October 28, Room 307, Horton, 7 p.m.
define your topic and plan out ybur paper. Receive
individual assistance and learn techniques which
COFFEE HOUSE : Sponsored by the Women's
should help you avoid needless work. Sponsored
Center. Open to all. Thursday, October 30, Philip
by Non-Traditional student program andFac.ilitated
Hale Room, Paul Arts, 7 p.m.
by TASk. Tuesday, October 28, 12:30-2 p.m. and ·
Wednesday, October 29, 9:30-11 a.m., Underwood
WHOLE FOODS COOKING WORKSHOP: SponHouse. Information: 3647.
sored by Great Bay Food Cooperative. Learn how
to prepare a delicious meal from natural wh9le
ANSC 402: Horsemanship sign-up. Priority:
foods . Workshop cost of $15 includes lunch .. For
Thursday, October 30, 5-7 p.m. Registration: Friday,
more information and to register, call Louise
October 31, 8 a.m. Light Horse classroom. ·
Proctor, 659-7418. Saturday, November 1, Lounge
7L, Devine, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

COMPUTER SERVICES
Non~credit courses for a nominal fee_are listed

below. Registration is required. Call 3667 or stop
by Room 2E, Stoke Hall Cluster. All courses are
held in the Stoke Cluster Classroom unless otherwise
specified.
LARGE SYSTEM SEMINAR: Resource Libraries are a mechanism that allows a group of computer
users to share files in any easy, but carefully
controlled, fashion. This topic should be of interest
to l,lnyone who must supervise or coordinate several
users engaged in a project using Hilbert. Friday,
October 31, 2-4 p.m. Free.
·
BEGINNING SPSSX: This course describes how
to access SPSSX and covers basic commands and
concepts. Prereq: Beginning VAX/VMS, statistical
background helpful. Tuesday, November 4 and
Thursday, November 6, 9:30 a.m. to noon. Cost:
$6.

PARENTS' WEEKEND CONCERT: A night of
capelia singing featuring The New-Hampshire
Notables and The New Hampshire Gentlemen.
Saturday, November 1, Strafford Room, MUB, 2
shows; 6:15 p.m. and 8:15 p.m. Free.
ALEXANDER COCKBURN LECTURE: Sponsored bv C<~mmittee on Central Amt>rica and P.F.O
Profound columnist for The Nation and Wall Street
Journal speaking on "The New Cold War and The·
US Press." Thursday, November 6, Granite~State·
Room, MUB, .7:30 p.m.
WINE AND CHEESE RECEPTION FOR WOMEN FACULTY: The reception is to welcome back
all returning women faculty and to welcome new
women faculty. Please RSVP to. the Women 's
Commission by Thursday, November 6. Children
a.re welcome. Thursday, November 13, Gallery,
New England Center, 4-6 p.m.

HEALTH
BEGINNING SAS/GRAPH: Introduces users to
the module of SAS that allows users to create a
variety of different types bf plots on a wide range
of graphics h~rdware devices. Prereq: Beginning
SAS. Tuesday, November 4_and Thursday, November 6, 2-4:30 p.m. CoS't: $6.
BEGINNING VAX/VMS: Covers essential skills
for those who need to use application programs
on the VMS operating system. Prereq: Using Timesharing Systems. Wednesday, November 5, 9:30
a.m. to noon. Cost: $3.
·
:
VAX/VMS MAIL: Introduction to the MAIL utility
includes sending mail, forwarding, replying, saving
and editing documents. Prereq: Familiarity with
VMS. Wednesday, November 5, 2-4:30 p.m. Cost:
$3.-

GENERAL

ACid. rain and war
discussed

OPEN ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETING:
Individuals concerned about their drinking or drug
use are welcome. Wednesdays, Wolff House, noon
to 1 p.m.
ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS MEETING: For.individuals affected by. a parent's problem
drinking. Thursday, Non-Traditional Student
Center, Underwood House, 7-8:30 p.m.
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETiNG: Closed
meeting for women concerned about their drinking
or drug use. Fridays, Wolff House, noon to 1 p.m.

MEETINGS
COMMITTEE ON CENTRAL AMERICA MEET~
ING: Do you know what's happening in Central
America: Find out. Learn, educate, and act! Tuesdays,
Room 124, Hamilton Smith, 6 p.m.

By Leonard Dodge
, Two University of New .
Hampshire professors attended
an environmental conference
on issues ranging from aeid rain
to nuclear war last weekend.
Globesco-pe Il was attended
by Dr.John E. Carroll, Professor
of Environmental Conservation
and La~rence Dingman, Professor of Earth Science. ·
Carroll was one of several
speakers on acid rain. He spoke
in a workshop on "Acid Rain:
Worldwide Implications".
Carroll spoke on the environmental and health problems
caused by acid rain. He released
information from a Norwegian
study stating that acid rain can
cause premature senility due to
the high levds of aluminum in
drinking water after ac~d rain.
"These conferences are citizen oriented so the learning that
takes place gets spread pretty
far and wide," saicl Carroll. "As
for myself, I was there to help
others."
Ca-rroll is a consultant to the
Coolidge ,Center for Environ-mental Leadership. He is the
author of four books on the acid
rain issue.
Other speakers on this topic
were Marc Pallemaerts an acid
rain researcher from Bruss~s
Bel~ium, Adele M. Hurly, Ex~
ecuttve Coordinator or the Canadian Coalition of Acid Rain ~nd
Charles ]. Fausold, Director of ·.
1
Watef Resouces and Environmental Programs for the New
England Governors Conference.
Dingman attended the conference as a participant. "I •
received information about the
confer~nce and since I'm interested fo those issues I attended."
Dingman expres&ed his interest
to Vice President of Academic
Affairs Richard Hersh. According to Dingman, Hersh arranged the funds necessary for
Dingman to attend the conference.
"UNH undergraduates
should be learning about these
issues, we should educate them
about these problems in an
interdisciplinary kind of way,"

said Dingman. "Over the next
year or so, we'll try to set up
some courses that would do this
in a meaningful kind of way."
Dingman ~trended four workshops on nuclear policy, population problems, energy policy
and curriculum development .
Each workshop met three times
with 12-15 people per workshop. A total of 450 pe.o ple
attended the ·conference. "As
far as people who-came to ~J1e
conference; most of the people
were involved in one or more
ofthese issues," Dingman said.
Dingman gained several insights to problems and explained the three most important things he learned. "The
most important thing to come
to me, and it is the first time
in my experience, is the question
of nuclear war, and industry and
its consequences," he said. "The
biggest threat to our environment is the threat of nuclear
war."
According . to Dingman a._
secon~ concept if we are going
to deal with these issues is the
equity of resources. Dingman
said presently three percent of
the world's population consumes one-third of the world's
resources. "If environmental
problems are going to be dealt
with," Dingman said, "we have
to face up to distributing the
world's resources more equitably."
Dingman stresseq the .i.J:n~or
ta nce of the theme thrnk
globally and act locally,, " He said
getting involved locally is important. "We have to tie local
issues to global problems,"
DihglJlan said.
.
'
"We have to attempt .to reach
the public about issues so these
issues will be dealt with all over
the world," said Dingman.
A~cording to Carroll, the next
Globescope conference will take
place in either Ohio or Wisconsin.
Carroll said ·future conferences will bring together people
in business, government and the
priyate sector _concerned about
the en:viroment and the world's
future:
GLOBESCOPE, p~ge 22

NEW HAMPSHIRE HALL SUPERVISORS
NEEDED: The Recreation :Bept. is looking for CATHOLIC STUDENT ORGANIZATION MEETgraduate students, faculty-'and/ or 'staff interested ING: Wednesday, October 29, Room 15, Catholic
in supervising open recreation hours at New Student Center, 7 p.m.
Hampshire Hall, starting October 3 lst until the
end of the semester. Times & Days available: , AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL MEETING: ProFridays, 3-9 p.m., Saturdays and Sundays, noon gram will focus on human rights violations in ,
to 5 p.m., $4.50 per hour. Informati<?n: Rec Sports, Central America and the film "That's Why the
862-2038.
.:lrare
... --.. _ ..,.,..,,~~ 1 , - ·'lvv._ ... .,. . .~~~
. , .1.'\.uu1u -~~'j:::~~
-~
~ . IS_ J.O_~!-:!
~•nm~~~~~~~~r
- ~~~~~~~~~~~~·, ~·~·~-~-~·~-~~=~~~~~~=~·
to be posted in hallway, Hamilton Smith, 7:30 p.m.
. , •• , ,, "· , ,
~
· ' -- '-~] 1.:::.--=---r-

•

NeW Hampshire

·,. >·'It~~ ·-

.

.
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- ,

NOTICE INFORMATION MUST BE SUBMIT!TIES, ROOM 322, MUB. (Observe deadlines on TED TO THE OFFICE.OF STUO·E NT AC~ny ~ __ proper forms).

P~l~I~~KS
· 'ServinR th e U nit'er rifp rind'· / 97k

.

.

·T-Shi~~';.

,

~ Hooded Pullovers • lote's' • Bc:ls~ball dps
• Sweatshirts •Golf Shirts •Aprons : ~ Custom b.esigns,
Plus Hundreds of Spedalty Advertising Items
In -H ouse Art Dept. ·'

603/431--8 319
3131 Lafayette Road (Rte_1) • Po,rfamouth. N .H.

offering quality used clothing
at bargain prices

St ~ ·. George's
.r-

Church

Thrift.,ihbp
open Thursdays fo- 5
.Ma,.iQ Str.~et, Pur.J1am-
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ROOMMATES
Are you pointing fingers at one ·
another? Having problems .
resolving your diffefence_s? ,
Che~k

, INC0-495 COMPUTER APPLICATIONS
' MW

3:10~

· UNH Mediation PrOject

5:00 PM

4CREDITS .
I

:

,

'

out the

I

i ;

.

i

The emphasis of this course is on ·using computer software to solve problems a~ross
· a variety of disciplines. It is NOT a course in computer programming. Among the
applications to be considered are word processing, spreadsheets, data base management,
graphics; statistics, simulations, accounting, communications, computer assis~ed
instruction, and computer assisted design. The course will make use of both 'large
and small computer-systems'. The impact of computers on s6ciety ~ill also be examine~'. ,

There are no prerequisites, and no prior experience with co~puters is assumed. Not
op~n to students who ha~e completed INC0-491 m ADMIN 526.

M~diation

is ,a free and confiden_tial ·dispute resolution .·s ervice.
For more information contact
Maggie or Sally at the .Commu· ter/Transfer Center,

Room 136 MUB ;,
Telephone:. 862-3612
Hours:

8.:00"am-·4:30.pm

.The New Hampshite

_-, cc

' .

,ft»~ · ~= Wednesday,

i

r ,. ..

'

~ ·~

,·

·~· . ~

.; ; • .i

is l99king for:

~

bet .29; from.a:ao AM tm 4:oo
·

·

PM in Paul Arts A201

ftJ4 "'::.'!~~n...~1~-i: Wedn.~SdcPf,:·OCt -.2-2, fro:m ,4 :00

6:00 PM, Paul Arts A21 ~-

PM till .

.
''

Art majors must have their programs apprpved by their advisors-no one else can sign the pre-registration forms. Pre-registration
for art history courses will be handled at the Advising Center in
Murkland Hall--it's not necessary to come to the departmental
pre-registration for these courses.

ANewsbrief editor,.
photographen
reporters and
copy readers .
for this semester.'

Stop by room 151
·in the ·MOB
for u application now!
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--------TREES---------- (continued from page 3)

UNH CAMBRIDGE SUMMER PROGRAM
offers ...

6 weeks in England

8 credits

a British/American
fa(:ulty
a student body
drawn from colleges
throughout the U.S.
and Canada

excursions every
weekend
tickets to plays in
London, Cambridge, and
Stratford-on-Avon

room and board in ·
a college founded in
1348 '

castles, cathedrals,
banquets, etc., etc.

. The· UNH land has been
·named a d~m~tlstraho'n trn.e
fa,rm. It is a place for educational
activities as well as timber
harvest and recreation. "Part
of the educatfon of a forestry
student is the practical aj)pli cation of theory in the woods,"
Burke said. "That's what the
students do here. That's why
the land is so valuable," said
Burke.
According to Dave Justice,
tours are given regularly to ·
University forestry labs and
classes from local high schools
showing treatments and man-agement of the forest.
"We want to give students
a practical chance to apply their
knowledge," said Justice. "Anything practical they will be _
doing in the workplace they can
do here in the woodlands."
With the award, the Forest
Council also gives recommendations for possible improve-

men ts. of the land. The goal .for
UNH.is to improve their public
relations and media coverage
concerning the woodlands and
to compile more complete past
histodes of the land, such as its
use before the University owned
it.
The fores't 1and varies in use
from recreational to timber
land. The goal of present and
incoming managers, is to fully
utilize the land's multiple uses.
"We want to be able to
provide all the for.est benefits
available while trying to improve forest conditions," ·said
Justice.
An obstacle for the woodlands
department has been public
relations. "A lot of people don't
realize that the woodlands are
open to the general public,"
Bozak said, "the award gives the
forestry program and woodlands that recognition they
deserve:"
· ·

FIGHT

CANCER.

EAT
YOUR
VEGETABLES.
There's strong evidence your greengrocer
has access to cancer
protection you won't find .
in any doctor~s office.
Like broccoli, peaches,
spinach, tomatoes, citrus
fruits and various other
types of fruits and vege".:
tables. They may help
reduce the risk of some
forms of cancer.
Write for more information.

tAMERICAN

+CANCER
f SOCIETY®
/

"Durham ·. Copy .~
Now accepting applications!

"Jenkins Court • 868-7031

52 Hamilton Smith Hall

eleetronically typed

862-3962

RESUMES
$1.8.50 includes
typing, 25 resumes, matching sh., eriv.
revisions made easily w /our 1 yr. mem. storage
open 8:30-3:30, Monday-Fri.
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Bal loo ns herald pea ce day
By Catherine Rosenquis t
"Imagine all the people, living life in peace." John Lennon's
song_"Imagine" played while
two hundred balloons, carrying
messages of peace floated into
the blue sky. over Smith Hall on
Friday afternoon· in celebration
of United Nations Peace Day.
"People need to think about
a peaceful world," said Safdar
Abidi, resident assistant in
Smith Hall Internatio nal Center.
Abidi, along with RA's Karin
Kaczorowski, Martha Loukedes
and Smith hall director Stephen
Nelson, organized the Peace
Day.
Flags hung from the windows
of the dorm spelling "Peace"
in nine different languages.
Assistant Dean of Student
Affairs Dan Garvey addressed
the 50 people gathered in front
of Smith.
"The question of peace has
been something we've .been
dealing with for a long time,"
Garvey said. Garvey said he is

"unflinchingly optimistic" about
achieving a peaceful worH
Garvey said events like the ·
Peace Day were happening
more frequently. "For the first
time we are beginning to understand that we are all related."
Abidi, a UNH senior originally from Pakistan, said "It is
important for people to realize
that it is the internation al year
of peace and make their small
contributio n towards it.."
According to Abidi, Smith
Hall, the internation al dorm on
campus "by putting on international events during the year
such as the Internation al Food
Luncheon and Internatio nal
Fiesta, is trying to make an
attempt towards internation al
awareness and a more peaceful
world."
Abidi said "Internati onal
events help people to accept
each others differences , which
is the first step to reducing
conflict and promoting peace."
.H~ather C~~by, a UNH junior
said she had not expe~ted th~
___event would be as movmg as it

was."
Colby said she had not originally planned to attend the
celebratio.n. Colby said she
"thought1t was just another one ·
of those trite peace rallies. But
seeing those balloons go off
really move.cl me. It made ine
hope that things in the world
could be different."
Colby wrote a . message in.
Russian on· her balloon addressed to the Soviets saying,
"We want peace."
Sonia Parshad a .students
from India said "The event
moved me to tears. It was
something so extremely touching yet so relevant to the times."
Parshad wrote on her balloon
a message in Hindi, her native
-language, which meant "Peace."
Andrea Eichmann a junior,
said, "It was a very emotional
thing, you think there's no
significan ce to letting off a
bunch of balloons, but when you
see it happen, you realize t.he
importanc e of the smallest
things."

LET US

00 THE COOKING

TUESDA Y-OCT. 28
Mushroom Stuffed Crepe
Beef Kabobs
Cream of Broccoli
Egg-Lemo n Soup
Apple Crisp

. WEDNESDAY-OCT. 29
Spanish Eggplant
American Chop Suey
.C ream of Potato
Chicken Noodle
Irish Gingerbre ad

THURSD AY-OCT. 30
Let the MUB staff prepare lunch for you

FRIDAY-OCT. 31
Let the MUB staff prepare lunch for you

MONDAY -NOV. 3
Stuffed-Shells
Sweet-N-S our Chicken
Cream of Tomato
Beef-Red Wine Broth
Marble Squares

PISTACHIO'S
-Buy ice cream by the 3 gallon TUB!
Great for meetings, Hump Nights, Movie Nights!!
And the price is right! ONLY $11 /TUB!!
Must order in advance. 862-1176

NIGHT GRILL SPECIALS
Smith Hall, the site of Friday's peace rally. (Mark DesRoche rs photo)

THIS YEAR
PUTAN END10YOUR

DEADLYtlABlt

Monday- Hamburge r
Tuesday- Grilled Cheese w/Ham
Wednesd ay-BLT
Thursday_ :Chicken Salad Sandwich
ONLY .75
Also, check out the low price dinner specials

CONVEN IENT NEW HOURS
Monday-W ednesday 3:30-9:30 ·
3:30-8:30

Thur~day

GOODIE PACKAGE
Show a friend you care with one of our Goodie Packages.
Order Ol)e of our special Halloween Packages.
Deliver anywhere on campus. CALL: 862-2046

MUB MARKETPLACE

Great American Smokeout-Nov.20

t&r.

Tuesday & Wednesd ay: fine jewelry at affordabl e
prices-ba lcony
Thursday : bake sale sponsored by Phi Upsilon Omicron-outs ide Strafford Room
Tuesday -Friday: Phi Mu will be selling Hallowee n
costumes and accessorie s.
Tues & Wed-outs ide Stratford Room
Thurs & Fri-balco ny
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SPRIN.G
HORSEMANSH IP
·ANSC 402
-PRESIGN UP 5- 7 p.tn.
Oct 30·
Come in and enjoy a different special served each night

PREREG8:00 a.in.
_Oct 31

Night Grill
Prepared by one of our famous chefs

'Monday-Hamburger
_Tuesday-Grilled . Ham & Cheese
Wednesday-8 LT ,
Thursday-Chicken Salad Sandwich

light horse classroom
Beg-Int I
Lecture:
Beg

MWF
MW

1- 2:00

T

9-10
5:00-6:30

ln.t II Lecture: 1-2:00 W
Int II

A Beg _MWF 8-9

tnt I

MW
TR
TR

1-2:30
11-12:30
2:30-4:00

Adv.

_only 75¢

MW 11 -12:30
-1 h 8-9:30 '
WF 3-4:30

r-------------------~--, ~

TR. 1 -2:30

:

Free Fries

:

with coupon

I
I
I
. I
I

all students are eligible
,for iliformatiop. cal,l1~Ja!1et Briggs
_,,
1174/11 ,J·!
'

·;··-·• . ,f~

.

I
l·

with purchase of afly grill item or
sandwich from 7:00 pm to 9:30 pm
offer expires
October 3 1, 1986

~L-------------------~--J

of:

Open from 3:30 to 9:30 pm
.

Thurs. til 8:30 pm

c~a ·ci RO o Ao A A 0 o Ao U o A 9A,A.R o iiAotit liij"Oiio·Pi A it RR A RR A qo qo Oh,;

_:

We all have times when life brings us. trouble·
We feel sad, ·
We feel mad,
or angry, crossed,
depressed or perplexed...
And we don't know where to turn.~.

an ()pportunitx to .get a head
start on your career

~

r

:
I
I
I
I

And only if we could talk to someone.
Someone who listens,
someone who cares.
s9meone our own age who can relate
to the· problems that affec't us al7 ',
fr<;Jro time to tim·e ...
~e(/, woµ~~n't you knqw?
Help is just a phone call away.

-

val-uable work experience for money and credit
Contact

·uNH FIELD EXPERIENCE
6 Garrison· Aven.u.e

Ca.II: 862~ 1184

E.ve~11

eve~~~~ -t~o~

.6 . t-~ lo

~

g62-221s
t»

u,11,ff>a ~~ ~NH 1-goo-~g2-1341

~~~•. MJt~..•
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Fireside pro\lides
•
wilderness experiences
By Stephanie Reed
Mike Ga&s, coordinator of sional trip to Boston. In this last
Students in the UNH Fireside outdoor education said, "Student instance the group only had $8
Experience find "the great development is a wide and between them and no place to
outdoors" a challenging class- encompassing experience." stay for the night. They learned
room where creativity .is vaJ~ed :- Gass said Fireside is a way to what it is like to be street people,
and there is no such thing as · develop more than .;icademieapy Whitehead said, even if it was
failure.
·
. at UNH. He said students learn only for one night.
Developed in the spring o( · le.adership, service and giving
Whitehead's first Fireside
1980 by Associate Dean of . to others.
·
·
trip· was a summer trip for
Student Affairs Dan Garvey, theSarah Phillips, a senior Phys. freshman. She wanted to learn
Fireside goes on 15 to 18 trips · Ed: major will lead a trip this · rock climbing. Aft~r this first
per year. Any student can go on weekend to the Sandwich · trip Whitehead said the oppora trip. Fireside is not a club. Its Notch. Phillips said "it's a ·tunity to meet people with
goals are to enable students to chance to bring a weekend common interests kept her
wqrk and think creatively with situation to every day life . A involved with Fireside.
· groups of 8 to 13 people in an person may . be scared in a
Jane Calvin has participated
unfamiliar environment. Skills · situation, rock climing for ex- in three trips. Calvin· said her
are learned in the process.
ample, but they over come the most memorable experience
There are 14 student leaders fright and do it anyway. They: was her first trip; her group
who, in pairs, lead individual can bring back that feeling of spent half the day alone with
trips. The trips are targeted to o.veq:oming the fear after the a compass, a map, and a camera.
reach the si.x goals of Fireside. weekend is gone.'' Phillips said Calvin said it was great to come
These are:
students also learn '.' if they fail back and share with eveyone else
•Provide students,, faculty and . it's all right."
'
in the group things that had
staff with a collective learning
Lara Whitehead, a sopho- happened, including being lost
situation,
·
more English major has been for a while.
•Encourage responsible behav- on four trips. She said every time
The Fireside is, run by Pam
.i(>r as a group member.
she has participated in a trip
Kerr.in conjurn;:tion with the
•Provide a wide variety of she has "come off with a whole
Physical Education Department
learning situations.
new grou P of really good
and the Dean of Students office.
• l)se the wilderness as a setting friends." Whithead said she has
Sign ups for individual trips are
to study the traditional male and
made more than just"'Hello,
held at the beginning of each
female roles.
how are you? friends" .
school year, after that, students
• Provide ·a drug and alcohol
Fireside trips are not always J must see Pam Kerr.
free weekend.
conducted out in the mountain
•Learn to experience leader- wilderness, there are biking and
ship.
canoeing trips, even an occa- .
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Screen Prin~ing & Embroidery
T-Shirts, caps, jackets, buttons
signs, mugs, pencils, etc.
Competitive Wholesale.Prices

· ISH1RTS+
World Leader in Custom Shirts

FOX RUN MALL

431-4355

<
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THAN KGOODNESS FOR THE HEALTH
.' 'YO ENJOY BUT IF YOU SMf)KE, YOU CAN TllANK
CIGARETTES FOR NOTLETIING YOU
FEEL YOUR BEST. so QUIT SMOKING
GREAT
I..ON NOV.
. 21. ' THE
AMERICAN

u

- TAMERICANCANCERSOCIETY®

, No matter what your.major,
meet__andwith-·---- ·.
, __ialk
-· ·P~_~fessionals abouf their careers in -marketing ----·-

-

..

,

_,,

_,

..

*MARKETING DAY• will .feature
special presentations by professionals from
the areas of:

*SALES
*RETAILING
•· MARKET RESEARCH
CORPORATE STRATEGY

*

Al~o:

Guest Speaker
Dean Carole Aldrich
WSBE

*MARKETING DAY
·will happen

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 29
,~M-3PM

SMOKEOUT

McCONNELL 312

f:ic!abOk

and

Re-d s

Celebrate
National Aerobic Month

·Purchase any Reebok
Charisma, Workout,
or Instructor and
/ receive free
a

Reebok Aerobic

Bag* worth $15.00!
(*While supplies last-offer
good thru Oct. 31, 1986)

RED'S.,0~1 :!:
r-~-::~-:-:-::==~~.::::;
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How to hack college.
Yes, it is possible to get through school these
days without being a propeller head.
All you need is a computer that is not a propeller
head, either. The Macintosh~
,
Take a program like Macintosh Pascal, for
example. It lets you write programs with extraordinary
ease. Because you can step through program instructions in one window and see it run graphically in a
different window at the same time. You can de-bug

faster. You can create remarkable graphics. And you
have faster development tum-around tir:ne.
This is just one example of how Macintosh
helps students work smarter, quicker and more
creatively. And the beauty of Macintosh is, you don't
have to know diddley about computers to use one.
Theres only one thing you /
won't be able to do with Macintosh. Get
confused, intimidated and frustrated.

© 1985 Apple_Computer. Inc Apple and the Apple logo are registered trademarks ofApple Computer. Inc \1acmtosh 1s ,1 tradenwk ol \lclntosh l ~thor,tton Inc and 1s he111g usi:d \\1th 1b. express penrnss1on

As a full time faculty, staff or student at UNH, you are eligible to purchase a Macintosh
Computer at a discount rate through Apple University program. For more information
call Rick at 742-5865, 4-10 pm.
M3cintosh Plus Computers are part of the new DISCovery program here at UNH.

To be eligible to use this new UNH resource sign up for an orientation session now
at the Stoke Hall and McConnell Hall clusters.
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Non- alcoh olic bars! prov ide an altern ative !i
By ~aul Cianciulli
Alternative beverage bars
were set up in Hamilton-Smith ,
McConnell, Kingsbury and the
three campus dining halls dispensing non-alcoholic drinks,
buttons, bookmarks, and information. This was one of thei..
many acti~ities_l!s_ed to raise .

"have stir~ed up a lot of ques~
tions. People are asking about
alcohol education programs on
cal_!l:pus."

student consciousness about the Philbrook dining hall bar Friday population."
Volunteer Debbie Richards,
danger of drug and alcohol abuse night. She said that the Drug
during N ati9nal Alcohol A ware- Advisory Committee is active a junior Psychology major and
all year, "but Alcohol Awareness a resident assistant at Jessie Doe,
ness week.
Kathleen Gildea-Dinzeo, co- · Week gives -us an opportunity said that "reponse has been
chairperson of the Drug Advi- to reach a_ broader campus exc_~ll~m._~'She said that the bars
sory Committee and a drug
---~
ed4cator and councilor for
Health Services tended the·

_
...
.......
.......
.......
We Are Ready For
BARS, p~ge 16

HA:LLOWEEN!

·~·-

Are You?

Wigs
Makeup .
Masks
Glasses
Capes
CloWn Kits
Bunny Teeth
Crazy String
Hair Spray
Vampire Nails
--AND,. ALL-THA T KIND OF STUFF! -

CANDY TOO!
New This Year!

HALL9W EEN COOKIE CUTTERS·

..~THE OUT BAC K

A lecture at this weekend's Medieval Conference. (Stu Evans_ ppoto)

· 44 MAIN

----.... -:CON FERE NCE: -----.~

. 'l

ST. .

OPEN
9-7 MONDAY-THURSDAY
9-5:30 FRIDAY
9-5:00 SATURDAY

_DURHAM

r~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~l

The afternoon session enCreed said Beowulf provides
page5)
xonHistoryand
of titled"Anglo-Sa
"the most fruitful sources (continuedfrom
information about our prehis- Art" included lectur~s on topics
toric Germanic world." Creed such as the British defense
has ·developed a new way of system against the Vikings, and
reading Old English which he the alliance between the Anglosaid helps "get a handle on the Saxon queen, the church, art,
and the Anglo-Saxon army.
oral tradition."
R. Dean Ware of the UniverAccording to Creed his work
deals with the "prosody" of the sity of Mass. at Amherst pres ~
poem : studying the metrical ented the last .talk of the day .
structure, rhyme, and stanza ·ware discussed the Bayeux
forms of the work. He put Tapestry. The tapestry, located
together a technical assembly in Bayeux France, is 2 31 feet
' of the poem with grids showing long and 19 1/2 inches wide.
the importance of stressed The embroidery pattern depicts
syllables and alliteration. Be- the Norman Conquest from the
cause of the results shown on Norman point of v.iew.
Ware said this pattern is
the grids, Creed said Beowulf
can be performed according to important because it "justifies
simple rhythms; making it a the Norman Conquest," at least
"powerful piece of memorable to the Normans. Ware said his
presentation was primarily "off·
tradition.' ..
the-cuff". He said he is not an
Amof
Chickering
Howell
herst College presented his expert, but is familiar with
paper, "Lyric Time in Beowulf." current studies conducted conChickering said Beowulf gives cerning the tapestry.
Ware said he was enthusiastic
,•the reader a "lyrical sense of
' present time," but it can be about the conference because
interpreted to give a definite the speakers were an "imporfeeling of past time and future rant and active Medieval group".
He said the conference present-:
time as well.
Antonette di Paolo Healey, ed an opportunity for scholars
of the University of Toronto, to "learn some things ourconcluded the morning session selves".
The last session of the con-:with a discussion of the present
condition of Old-English Ian- ference was Sunday morning.
guage students, and what can Participants discussed "The
State of Current Scholarship."
be expected "in future studies.
· . Soar above the treetops. Skim over rivers. -Fly through the night.
Healey said this decade has Three lectures were presented
_
'
in a day's work to an Army helidopter pilot.
all
It's
shown an increase in syntactic dealing with current trends in
learn
you'll
Program,
Training
Flight
Officer
Warrant
our
With
·
analysis of Old-English words Anglo-Saxon history, the past,
all it takes to keep 2,000 pounds of high:-tech excitement in the air. To
and phrases. She is currently present, and future of its literart'
working on an Old English ature, and Anglo-Saxon
qualify, you'll need a high school diploma, and preferably two or more
dictionary stressing the impor- history. ·
y~ars of college, in addition to completing Army basic training.
Kristine E. Haney, also of the
ranee of the "absolute defin'i~
Whep. you finish the flight training, you'll be an Army pilot. And
tion" of words. According to University of Mass. at Amherst
you thought only birds got·to wear wings. See your local Army Recrftiter to
· Healey absolute definition is presented the final discussion.
find out more.
important in helping scholars Haney said "people would be
the
young
how
at
surprised
determine the ",;alidity of one
'l'el: 749-0441
5 I~ocust St., Dover
study of art really is." According
text over others.
In the future, Healey said to Haney people "haven't taken
computers will play a larger part much interest" in the field in
in Old-English studies by help- the past, but this is changing.
ing to keep information current She said things look promising
and available to scholars and for future studies in this, and
other areas of medieval schost,udents.
- - - - - - - -- -' - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - -larship. i
- -· , . ., - . . - - - _., ->. . - - - -- .. -- - -- -· - - . . . -· ... -- - - - - - -.. -- - -.... - -- .......__ .... -- -· - . - - . . _,_, _ -- - - - - - - --- .......... ,. . ·- - ,_ - . . - - . .
- ·- --....... - - - -- '-- - ---- - - - ·- -· - - - .. --··-- -

EXCITEMENT IS
FOR THE BIRDS.
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Editorial
Students should be treated as adults
At Sunday night's student senate meeting,
Vice President for Acadeinic Affairs Richard
Hersh revealed his interesting attitude
towards students and their status as adults.
According to Hersh, students are not
adults. Undergraduate students, that _is.
According to Hersh, "I don't think it's
wrong to suggest for a moment that we
might think you're less than 'full adults,'
because if you were, you'd be in graduate
school."
In other words, you' re not an adult until
you enter graduate school. Surely, this comes
as a surprise to undergraduates and graduate
students alike.
Hersh also said students go through
profound changes during college, and once
individuals complete these changes and

Foru111
To the Editor:
I would like to take this opportunity to applaud your printing of
Mary Lesch's article on "Star Wars."
HoweveL I think that some ::iclclPcl ·
information mig!:it hel~ diffuse
some of the illusion that has been
~reated around this complicated
issue. First, I would like to say that
I do not want to argue whether SDI
is feasible. But, is this gigantic
program on the part of the United
States scientific community and the
production sector, worth the efforts
of what some feel will be the
equivalent of 5 or more programs
similar to the one that put Eagle ·
on the moon?
One point which seems to be
clouded in ·the illusion is that SDI
in its final form, a space based sh~.ld .·
t_o prntee:t the population of the
United States, is just withfo our
grasp. However, according to some
of the reading I have done, it is at
least 20 'to 30 years away; a point
that is not often brought up by the
illusion maker::s in Wa·s hington.
Unfortunately, as indicated by a
recent Nova program, within the
next ten years the US should have
a functioning missile defense capability. This capability, Pentagon
officials stated ori the program, will
be ll$ed not to protect the citizenry
of this country, but will be used to
protect missile silos in Wyoming
and wherever else they lie. This is
to insure that ·~he US has the ability
to fight an extended nuclear war,
which by the way is one of the
original goals of this administra tion's nuclear policies. This pers:
pective was also brought U"'' in a
recent Washington Post article.
It seems probable that wha· the
President "stood his ground and
did not let us get pushed around
for" at Reykjavik is not the testing
of a system that might in 20 to ·30
years result in a defense against
nuclear attack. What "he stood his
ground for" was the field testing 1
for a system which gives the
technocats in the Pentagon the false
sense of security that they can fight

graduate from college, they may be considered adults.
To equate recieving a college degree with
adulthood is not right. Degrees reflect what
a student has accomplished academically
during his or her college career. It does
not reflect maturity. The University does
not grant a degree in "Adulthood."
But perhaps the most disturbing thing
Hersh said during his presentation was
"It's hard to treat ,students as equals when
they' re downstairs down in the middle of
the street, urinating downtown, or when
they're trashing people's property, or
making so much noi.se, with no respect for
other adults."
The fact that Hersh said this before a
group of student leaders 1s bad enough.

But his v1s10n of the behavior of stud~nts
is even more alarming.
..
One can be certain that the vast majority
of.students do not go about urinating in
publ_ic places, ''trashing" property, or
making too much noise. Yet Hersh said
students are not being treated as equals
because of problems like this. Therefore,
the majority of students are not being
treated as equals, as adults, because of the
obnoxious acts of a select few.
One would hope Hersh's view on this
subject is not shared by many people in
the administration. Students are treated
as adults and equals everywhere else, from
the voting booths, to the battlefields, to
~he courts. Things should be no different
at the University.

and win a nuclear war. "Thus we
[continue to] drifrtoward unparalleled catastrophe;"
· ·
Kenneth Mason

ones you've used are- alienating and
the man with the clock went to go
You, sir, have successfully mas<:depersonalizing. It signifies a lack
sit in the van and listen to the game ter~~ the art of Mind-Raping. This
on the radio, never to return.
of respect and a disinterest in trying
.form of character assassination
Last night, a minimal amount of relies on assigning feelings and . to understand Ms. Schmitt as an
individual.
players showed up for another one motivations upon another person.
of our scheduled games. During the You accomplished this feat when
Time and spacial limitations
prevent me from expound.ing upon
play, one of our girls hurt her ankle you stated that Ms. Schmitt's article
and we had to wait for ambulances was written as the "l?ellicose cry
each individual aggressive attack
and police. We decided the best of an ill-bred child whimpering
set forth in your editorial. Similarly,
these constraints prevent me from
thing to do would be to just finish about her home sickness." Not only
the game-five of us to their six-on is this a gross assumption on your
correcting the grammatical, spellTo the Editor:
the adjacent field~ Well that was part, but also leads us to the next
ing; and usage mistakes evident in
My letter concerns the departfine with everyone, except the unhealthy tactic you 've chosen to
your article. However, I am conment .of Co-Recreational Sports at
"officials" didn't feel like measuring utilize-Stereotyping.
t idem that a member of the distinthe University, and specifically, the
and moving the cones. "We'll just
guished UNH English department,
Stereotyping, also known as
Co-rec Football "officials." Like
eyeball the calls," one official labeling or name-calling, involves
to which you referred Ms. Schmitt,
many other members of the Greek
snickered. This time we weren't placing a person in a diagnostic,
will also be willing to help you, a
system and the student body alike,
graduated. English major, with your
I look to the Co-Ret:reational Sports even losing half as miserably as the racial, or other cultural category
other 1iame, yet the otticials sttli in order to make a point. Two such
shor tcomings in the field of
Program for fun, entertainment,
grammer (sic) and the art of proper
ridiculed us for even wanting to examples' were rnlling Ms. Schmitt
and exercise. I don't mind paying
continue. lt we cftdn't want to play an "ill bred child" and-later in the
argumentation. If that resource is
the mandatory sports fee with my
we wouldn't have shown up, right? - article "Miss know-it-all." The most
unavailable, I will gladly offer my
· tuition because ·it is a valuable
services.
What
I
have
a
problem
with
is
poignant
example;
however,
came
service the University offers. Howthat these students have it pretty with your attack on Ms. Schmitt's
Deanna E. Wendell
ever, some recent experiences I have
had while playing for my co - rec good as it is; getting paid to move fernininity and moral character by
football teafll, Kappa Sigma/ Kappa ' cones around, .blow whistles and , way c~f your sr~t~~,nt,,.~:itxqu ·~e_r~
· -~ · r. .,~ ·4-,.;- t:'.r .x -·~ .,,,_,~ . ..,. ,:.
watch a stop:dock-But when they "any kmd of lady,whJCh you obv16u~
Sigma Litde Sisfors; has led me to
Letters; page ~25
can
't
bven
have
a
decent
attitude
ly
are
not."
Stereotypes
such
as
the
believe that some students who are
and give t1S a fair game, I question
paid by my fees to official the games
the fact that I am paying these
are sadly falling short of their
"officials" who verbally insult me
responsibilities of fairness.
and
my team members. I don't think
Two weeks ago, my team had a
it is too much to ask of them, their
scheduled game for which the
job not being too taxing otherwise.
minimum number of players
showed up, (6). Although all of us I would like to stress that and I could
DAVID C. OLSON, Editor-in-Chief
would rather have been home care less.whether my team wins or
PETER A. KAT Z, Managing Editor
LI SA SI NATRA, Managing Editor
watching the Red Sox game that loses-I'm there to have fun . But that
MARYBETH LAP IN, News Editor
MAR LA G. SMIT H, News Edito r
night, we came knowing that we doesn't mean that I deserved to be
PAUL TOLME, Sports Editor
JAMES CARROLL, Features Editor
were always disappointed when treated unfairly.
STU EVAN S, Photo Editor
MARK DESROC HERS, Phol'o Editor
another team forfeited to us. As
KR ISTEN RUSSELL, Business Manager
Thank you,
the story goes, we were so underCARRI E F. KEATING, Advertisi ng Manager
Carol A. Connare,
manned that the other team was
Kappa
Sigma
Little.Sister
Gregg Goostray
Advertising Associates Andrea Koch
up by about 30 points at the half.
Ch ris Heisenberg
Kristin Lilley
Chris Germain
Gail Hendrickson
It was obvious who would win, and
Amy McKinney
Joseph Nelson
Rick Kampersal
Stacey Rockwell
Paul Ratcliffe ·
everyone wanted to go home to
Peter A. Katz
Asst Business Manag- Kristin Rogers
Sue Kinney
Lisa
Sinatra
er
watch the game, so we were thinkJon Larose
Lisa Starnell
Karen Pszenny
ing about quitting half way through.
Ann L'ltalien
Jim Siener
Asst Sports Editor
Arthur Lizie
Bill Tollenger
Stephen Skobeleff
\XIe probably would have done this
Kri sty Markey
Photographers
Circulation Manager
Steve Martel
Marla G. Smith
tv)arcy Astle
tf' ·c:veryone's benefit had it not been
Beth McCarthy
Paul Tolme
Copy Readers
for the one official who decided to To the Editor:
Eri n McGra w
Production Assistant
Karen Brophy
Sue Mudgett
Joai:me
Marino
Martha
McNeil
Conflict in our society is neatly
interject his unrequested opinion
Eri n Nettleton
Staff Reporters
Lisa Sinatra
Jea nn e O'Sh ea
Bryan Alex ander
while we talked the matter over. covered up or overlooked. Pe~_haps
Ma rianne Steen
Stepha nie.Scan lon
Reporters
Pauline Trembl ay
"C moo, you know you are going this 'is why, Mr. Henry W. Butler,
Stephen Skobeleff
Bryan Alexand er
Editorial Assistant
Pau l Sweeney
Bob Bobsworth
Jen Brainard
to lose anyways. This is such a joke- you have not learned to fight fairly.
Ami Walsh
Joanne Bourbeau
Forum Editor
Ned Woody
why don't you give us all a break In your personal attack of Ms.
Ka ren Brophy
Son ia Sc hmitt
Technical Supervisors
Kevin Carl son
News Brief Editor .
and let us go watch the game. " He Schmitt (titled "Steak" ), you utilized
Noreen Crem in
Pa ul Ci anc iul li
Gregory Fodero
Lauri Ma inella
Sa bra Clarke
Graphic Manager
persisted with this line of sarcasm, a number of alienating fight tac'tics.
Typists
Pa ul ina Co llin s
Debbie Be lla vance
Laura Cham piny
until we decided to play just because These tactics serve merely to create
Mary Cook
Marjo ri e Otterson
Michel le Cuss ins
Pam DeKoning
Graphic Assistants
he didn't want us to . "Oh great," distance between individuals in
Lyena Hayes
Ri c Dube
Cara Bonta
Chri sti ne He ad
Rich Fi nnegan
Ca rri e Bou nds
he said, "Well we're . no,t stopping conflict. They don't solve conflicts;
Ma rt ha McN eil
Mike Ga ucher
Beth Hanl ey
the clock-we're just going to run they aggrevate them. Allow me to
Pa uli ne Trem bl ay
it straight through,"_ whereupon extract a few examples.
·

·Refs

The N.n r Hampshire

Steak II
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Anoth er .soluti on ... What's the Problem?
By Scott C. Fish
It's all too familiar. A situation that has been
deemed "a problem" is met with a surface solution.
The new, increased regulatio'ns regarding illegal
drug use are only one of the many examples.
President Haaland, and others of varying college
agencies, view these regulations as a solution that
wilf keep students from using drugs. "Use does
not mean abuse." Remember this, as it seems to
be quite ignored in all levels of administration,
federal, collegiate, or corporate.
The question of students using illegal dn~gs is
easily answ.ered: yes, students are using illegal drugs.
: What does this mean? Do we have -a drug-crazed,
spaced-out, unambitious, and irresponsible student
body? It must be. "So get the drugs outta here!"
I have yet to hear the question of why students are
using drugs.
·
The new regulations demand that students call
their parents ("Mommy and Daddy, I did a bad
thing ... ") when ~aught; give the name of the "source"
it was obtained from; and face penalties that. may

include explusion (not to mention any criminal
charges placed on the student). The idea of calling
parents is ridiculous. Many students do not live
at home anymore, and many also are in school
without any financial help from Mom and Dad.
Minors are obligated to inform parents of arrests,
charges, etc., but anyone· over the age of 18 is not;
this is by law, not some self-gratifying rule created
by a university.
Giving a "source" is the usual judicial thing to
request. Plea-bargaining, "good of society." consideration of youth, blah, blah, etc., etc., are rationals
for a person to "fess up." Anyone with a bit a loyalty
and a bigger amount of moral character will not
be induced to name names. Unfortunately, scare
tactics are not just left to evil-looking men in black
' boots and uniforms. The work "expulsion" is indeed
a helpful ointment in loosening a 20-year old's
tongue.
This threat of expulsion is the most harmful of
the drug policy. Here, only the bad students who

" ~~·

By Nancy Fitzgerald
ta\\e +his · -personally, but
blow yo·u r · brc_~ins OUT.
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Nancy's cartoon appears weekly.

use drugs get the brunt Qf the fury. "No respectable
3.2, WSBE student ever does drugs, right?" Needless
to say, many future careers and much success
potential is what totters on this policy of dismissal.
This is only the icing on the cake, considering the
level of law enforcement in the Durham area. They
want part of the students skin too.
O.K., so soine of the students at UNH here will
be caught with illegal drugs, they will call home,
be interrogated, and possibly expelled. The police
will be busier too. But so what? Will this keep drugs
off the campus? Is this going to keep students off
drugs? Will no one look for drugs anymore because
UNH has decided not to slap wrists, but slit them
instead? Deterrence has litle meaning these days.
It only works in nuclear strategy. Can these new
regulations stop the "problem" of drugs?
People have used drugs (legal and illegal) for
centuries. Sometimes, they are used for medicinal
purposes, like morphine. Many times it is recrea·
tional, like the "drink after work." And sadly, drugs
are abused: a person reaches the point where
elimination of the drug from his life leads to physical ·
withdrawal and mental to.rture. And not all drugs
are smoked, snorted, shot-up, or swallowed either.
Some of the reasons students use drugs are
obvious: pressure from schedule and a s·e emingly
endless pile of obligation from classes: an inducement for sexual encounters: the need to fit in and
feel "in.'; These are ones that are created-by the
college campus environment. 0thers, such as family estrangement of self-depression, can be caused
elsewhere. Thus, many students bring with them
l~gacies of drug use when entering UNH.
Here then, i-s· where the "problem" of drug_use
lies. Every student has the potential to abuse drugs.
"If ,you cannot use drugs," I am told, "you cannot
abuse them. Therefore, ,we will crack-down on all
you kids in order to save you from yourselves."
N _o individuality. No trust in our fellow human
beings. No faith in people who are (supposedly?)
competent enough to enter this institution. None.
Basically, it comes dG>wn to saying that no one can
be trusted to use drugs in moderation, and that
the use of drugs will surely lead to the abuse of
drugs. Drugs are called potentially dangerous to
our society as a whole, and to the UNH campus
in particular, and 'they must be removed. ·
It is disappoi_n ting to see, but the new regulations
will only have an effect on numbers (much like
Gen. Westmoreland in Vietnam). It really cannot
have an ·effect upon minds. Being politically popular
these days, this "crusade for drugs" will only prove
_the shortcoming of attempting to nullify solid issues
with watery solutions. Drugs are used at UNH,
and ·g enerally iri the U.S. at increasing rates. But
until the real truth is discovered about their use,
drugs cannot be halted with stepped-up retributions _
against the individual. The UNH Administration
must see, the reasons involved with each individual
before it attempts to help all individuals (i.e. cainpus ,,
society) by implementing the new drug polity. ·
, \ Scott C. Fish is an English major at UNH

The "ism" shuffle
Warren Rudman' s recent statement
that the four veterans on a hunger strike
in Washington were in ~eality "terrorists" got me thinking. How can the
leaders of this country throw all the
governments, groups, and people. that
contradict its policy under one smgle
label? And, an even scarier thoughthow can the American public buy it?
The leaders of this country like to
play the old shell ga.me with we
Americans as well as with the rest of
the w.orld. Just like the hustlers on the
streets of New York City, they pull out
their milk crates and set of walnut
shells. They are masters, so watch outthe hand can be quicker than the eye!

The Sandinista government of Nicaragua, for example, is placed under
the "communist" shell. Next the
Reagan administration proceeds to
shuffle the shells around until the
observer, totally confused by political
rhetoric, forgets what was placed
underneath the shell and remembers
only the label-"communist."
The list has no end. In the case of
El Salvador the repressive rule of the
military is hidden under the "democratic" shell. In that of the Philippines
they tried to disguise the bitter Marcos
dictatorship with a candy coated democratic cover.
·
Only a few weeks ago the adminis-

By Sabra Clarke
tration was caught at their deception.
Through a disinformation campaign
they trapped Lybia under the shell of
"terrorism" and had the American
public seeing nothing deeper than that
shell. But when tl)e shell was turned
over and their cheating exposed for
all to see, did people realize that this
con-game was just a sham?
When talking about the situation
in Nicaragua, George Schultz, our
secretary of state couldn't have made
it simpler-the Contras are the good
guys and the Sandinistas are the bad
guys. It really frightens me that this
is enough information for some people
on which to base their opinions. We

have a right to know what is being
·hidden under the "ism" shells, and we
need to exercise that right before we
get conned again.
Sabra _Clarke is a senior who designed her
own major in Latin American Perspectives
and Spanish.
• ·m111111111i1111111111111111111111111111111111111n1111111111111111111111•1

All people may have opini~ns, but only
the opinions in the Forum .are noticed.
Submit original work to Soma at The New
Hampshire.
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Optometrist
•EYES EXAMINED, GLASSES FITTED
•COMPLETE EYEGLASS SERVICES ·
with IN-HQ USE LABO RA TORY
•CONTACT LENS SERVICES
featuring "Feel Safe" Plan:
90 day, 100% refundable fee
No obligation in-office trial
Free one year office visits
Large selection ~f Serengeti, Bucci, Vuarnet, and Ray Ban sunglasses

C & J LIMO REVISED SERVICE SCHEDULE
Depart
Durham

Arrive

Logan

9:30
10:30
11:.3 0
12:30
1:30
2:.30
3:30
4:30
5:30
6:30

7:42 A
8:42 A
9:42 A
10:42 A
11:42 p
12:42 p
1:42 p
2:42 p
3:42 p
4:42 p

A
A
A
A
p
p
p
p
p

p

Depart

Logan

Arrive
Durham

' 7:30 A
8:30 A
9:30 A
· 10:30 A
11:30 A
12:30 p
1:30 p
2:30 p
3:30 p
4:30 p
5:30 p
6:30 p
7:30 p
. 8:30 p
9:30 p
11 :00 p

9:20 A
10:20 A
11:20 A
12:20 p
1:20 p
2:20 p
3:20 p
4:20 p
5:20 p
6:20 p
7:20 p
8:20 p
9:20 p
10:20 p
11:20 p
12:50 p

·-eye coot.act unlimited -

1

In the Old Harbour District
. Open Mon-Sat, 10 am
123 MARKET STREET, PORTSMOlffH, NH 03801 • 603-436-1200

age students to work"harder in
these classes.
- Another bill Buloang said her
council was looking into is a
diversity bill. This bill would
calf for University recognition
of religious holidays · by not
allowing exams on these days.
The example Buloang cited was
Yo_m _Kippor, ~Jewish holiday.

Huloang said her council was
this bill because all
religions would come forward
and demand ~r~cognition.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~gainst

•Residential Life Chairperson Christina Cameron an,nounced a new plan in the
dining halls for guest passes.
She said students can now
purchase a package of six guest
passes for $20.

* Operates Monday through Friday only.

Cameron said this is a "great
deal" but said the passes rinist
be used up in a semester.
•Health and Human Services
Council Chairperson Stephanie
Norton said Akohol Awareness
Week had come to an end.
Norton said if the week
designated to educate students
on alcohol changed one student's attitude on drinking it
was a success.

This offer ma y not be CO~bin ed With any one r or g1Tt ce rt1T1 cate'

. RESERVATIONS RECOMMENDED 431 -0994

<

Expires
11
-

l/1;86
... ...

-----------------·tan bed 10 visits only $35

)"Save S4 Off
Day Rates

--------------....J

...... _

80 102886

-

-

BARS
(continued from page 13)
Ned Woody, a freshman Business Ad.ministration major said
that the bars "are an original
way to get the point across.
Programs make people aware
that there is an alcohol problem . .
But in most cases they alre_ady
know that," he said.

Christine Leinsing, an undeclared freshman also said that
the a!t'ernative beverage bars
were a good idea. "Most people
though learn through bad experiences," she said .

•!.,••___
••

?

••

J••
VIDEO
MOVIE
PALACE
i
•
:
.
!. DELIVERY
75¢ MOVIES .VIDEO CAMERA!.
.•
-·
•

•

-

·! MON-THU-CALL
i BEFORE 5:45 PM
•
!DELIVERED
!••BETWEEN 5 & 7 PM
•: $2.50 Per Movie,
i No Discounts
:DURHAM LEE

·!

'

'

ENEWMARKET

i•

i 868-1606

•
200 SPECIALLY
$25.06 A DAY
-~!
MARKED MOVIES
i
•
TITLES INCLUDE:
$10.00 DEPOSIT FOR i
KRAMER vs. KRAMER ALL RESERVATIONS !
•
ICEMAN
.:
PICTURE I.D. AND
SUPERMAN 1-3
-, CREDIT CARD
i
MAX·DUGAN
REQUIRED
:
RETURNS
!
COUNTRY
.,. 'BLANK VH~ TAPES
GANDHI
$5.00
i

Other National Alcohol
Awareness week activities were
a "Half and Half" dance Thursday night in the MUB, a "Drink
Off," with Area One dorms
competing to create alternative
beverages, and a "Drink-Out,"
a alcohol abstention contest
among the floors of Stoke Hall.

Alcohol information distribution points were placed at the corners of Maine St. and College
Ave., Maine St. and Mill Road,
and ~lso some parking lots.
Volunteers passed out "Drink
with Intelligence" bookmarks
'to passing motorists and pedestrians. A "totalled" car. was
placed outside the MUB to show
what can happen to drunken
drivers.
N.ational Collegiate Alcqhol
Awareness Week is sponsored
nationally by Bacchus, a national
alc9hol awareness organization, .
(and by the National Association
of Student Personnel.. It has
been held. on the third week of
~ . October for the past three years .

i

•

i

VIDEO MOVIE PALACE, LOCATED 'IN THE
CAMPUS GAME CENTER, MAIN ST. DURHAM :

i................................•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.......•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•...•.•.
.··

Danielle Rheault, also an
undeclared fre~hman agreed .
"People are just going to do
things for themselves," she said. -
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Write for .r
The New Hampshire
•
and -have your name 1n
print ·,_
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ROT·c sttldents dine out
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D r. Paul Gardner
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· Optometrjst

l

~;;r

!

I
Conveniently located in the Newington Mall
I next to Sterlin!!. Optical. General optometry and
I contact lens fitti'Q_g. Day) evening ,a nd Saturday

I
I

I
I
I
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appointments . available

.

431-6941 ·
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Mountain Bike SALE
up to $100 off

-~

~

By Bob Hallworth
If 'voyaging to distant and
e.xotic ports, experiern::ing new
cultures, meeting people from
all .over the world, and continuing your education at the same
time sounds exciting to you,
then the Semester at Sea (SAS)
program is what you' re looking
for.

1''

M--F

NOON--5

*
9-NOON .

~-------·-------...

·•. •flower grew ·

-where·the te'ars
"'of Venus fell? ,

from af<Bid the w'orld, and are
structured around the itinerary
of the trip, forming a multifaceted learning experience.

The Director of Academic
Affairs for. SAS is former Peace
Corps volunteer, Dr ~ Max
Brandt. Dr. Brandt has been

In the past, profe~sors Peter
Fernald, David Long, and Lorus
Milnes of The University of
New Hampshire have taken
part in SAS as part of the faculty.
Professor Long of the hist?ry

associated with. the program for
$even years said, "It is one of
the most exciting undergraduate
programs i_n the world:··
·

The program"entails a 101 day _
voyage, of which half of the time
is spent in 10 ports of call which department, says, "It is such a
include Spain, Yugoslavia, the remarkable experience for stuSoviet Union, Turkey, India, dents and faculty alike. It was
M;'.!laysia, Phillipines, Hong a unique teaching experience
Kong, Taiwan, and Japan. ·
for me. Even if you have to beg
. or borrow the money you should
SAS offers over 50 differen.t go. You get full credit frorp The
courses ranging f1:om Business
and Economics to English and
)
I
Anthropology . Courses are University of Pittsburgh, which
taught by professors afilliated is transferable to UNH. I'm
with ~es and universities hoping to do it again."

SAT

The Romans
believed what

The ·General advised the
cadets on how to get started in
their military careers'. He recommended the future· young
officers learn their· jobs well,
take initiative, U"Se ·common
sense, .c ommunicate concisely
in writing and .speaking, have
a vision, and keep their sense
of humor.

•
Students learn new ,v1ews
•
1n
every._ port of call

*

Dgrham Bjke

said. He said in the near tuture
the Air Force will be only onethird "rated" (fliers) ' and twothirds "non-rated" (tliiose in
mission-supporting roles) .'

and management C::xpertence
By Mary Lea Palo
"It's a lieutenant's Air Force," , open to cadets v/hen they ace
said Lieutenant General Melvin commissioned after graduation.
F. Chubb, Jr., speaking to 190 Chubb said although military
UNH Air Force cad~ts and officers never make the money
guests at the UNH ROTC that can be made in private
annual pining-Out,held Oct. industry, they are expected to
24 at the Pease AFB-Officer,s' "take charge early" and can
move up fast. ·
Club.
General Chubb is CommandThe Dining-Out is a ·formal
dinner that combin.e s military er of the Electronic Systems
tradition and .ceremony with an Division, Air Force Systems
opportunity to develop social Coqimand, at Hanscom AFB,
skills. This Dining-Out was Mass . He gaye a slide presenplanned and put on by the cadets tation on the role of electronics
acquisitions in today's Air Force,
of Det. 475.
"There is nothing more fun
General Chubb referred to the
th_a_
n f!ying _a irpl.anes," Chubb
_opportunities for advance.m eru

Currently, eight UNH ·stu 1.. .
dents are participating in ·SAS.
Since 1978, 125 UNH students
have gone. One of them, Jim
Carroll, said, "It was incredible
to say the least. I had to work
hard to save the,money, and I
still had to take out a loan, but
it was well worth the effort. It
is defin i tely a once in a lifetime
chance.
11

-------HERSH

(continued fro~ page 3)
"You're more adults than you responsibility to keep students
are youngster~ . "
from "throwing their lives away
"I don't think it's really·wrong for 'crack' or something else."
1
to suggest for a moment tha't He said the problem was trying
we might think you're less than · to achieving this goal.
'foll adults' because if you were,
As a solution, Sach suggested
you'd be in graduate schoo l/' they could treat the students as
he said.
·
equals. Hersh said this was riot
He said the University was possible since students are not
a "cocoon" where students go equals.
through "profound" changes.
"It's hard to treat students
' He said once this transition was as equals when they're downcomplete and individuals grad- stairs down in the middle of the
uated from college they could street, urinating downtown,"
be considered adults.
said Hersh, "or when they're
Hersh said students and the out there trashing people's
administration are not equals, property, or making so much
and it is the administration's . noise, with no respect for othe_r

adults."
This prompted Student Body
President Jay Ablondi to halt
Hersh, and end the presentation;
"I fe lt like 'we were getting
talked down to, and I didn't feel
like listening," said Ablondi.
"He's (H.ersh) got a definite
attitude problem," agreed se :.
nator Kate Iacovelli.
"We were grateful he did
come to senate and share his
views . If he feels student's
perceived him wrong we'H be
happy to have him back,'.' said
Ablondi.

(Hint: See' our~tri-st;ore display for·answer.)·

If you .cah.name the' flower, we1Lgive you a long
stem rose free with any purchase of $3.00 or more-:whethei:,cjts a gift for a friend or just for you-because
you're special, too!Just bring this ad with you when
you visit our shop.

Gi~ flowers to someone special. Yoursel£
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R.EM. Will be Here on Thursday
By Ric Dube
favorite phrases from all these
· The birth of a legend. "I was songs, some that were on the
seven and she must have been record, some that were deleted
all of seventee~," recalls guit- from the songs. He arranged
arist Peter Buck. "I think her them as a short story, and gave
name was Susan-she really them one paragraph apiece. It
liked me because I was a cute almost made sense."
kid. And she·formed my musical
It isn't unusual for an R.E.M.
tastes. I'd ask, iwhat do you think show to feature a slide show
of "Hey There Georgie Girl'' with photos from Stipe's own
and she'd say, 'No, The Animals shutter. More than one show
are much better.' And she'd take has displayed a unique backdrop,
me in the booth and play it for created by projecting the shadme. Wish I knew what hap- ow of drummer Bill Berry's
pened to her. She'd be 40 now, bicycle behind the drum set
so maybe she's a housewife with itself, so that the image looms
2.2 kids. But since then I've over them, for no particular
always thought that rock and reason. SCOPE president Dan
roll and crushes go hand-in- Markey said of this Thursday
hand." night's performance at the field
The legend as a whole is the house,"It ought to be an incredconcept, organization, band, ible show. The stage has two
group o.f drinking -pals, or !eve.Is with a big video screen.
whatever, called R.E.M. The The stage is amazing."
The band's current tour,
triviality of a·crush seems to take
a back seat to the band's mystical which began Labor Day weeSouthern image, creditable most- kend and wraps up around
ly to singer Michael Stipe. Thanksgiving, promotes their
Writer of lyrics and creator of latest, and some say greatest Ip, Bill J3erry, Mike Mills, Peter Buck, and Michael Stipe of R.E.M._will
images, Stipe has painted a hazy Life's Rich Pageant. The album on Thursday. (Sandra Lee-Phipps-photo)
mist onto the swampy Southern -shows a marked change, imphoto that surrounds them. provement, and maturity in the
Buck adds,"The best thing that band. Its more aggressive sound it's· just 'Be aware. Don't be tragedy 'of war, and 'Cuyahoga'
Michael did-they were insist- forces it to rock more than any ignorant, be concened about is about the tromping of the
ing on a lyric sheet for Murmur of their previous releases. The something,' " says bassist Mike Indians by the White man's
(first Ip.) So Michael took-we songs, while more mainstream, Mills. "The words aren't always passage. But otherwise, it's just
wrote about 20 songs in the keep the R.E.M. twang and specific, but they're definitely urging people to find something
space of that year that were charm, which makes the album the most topical that Michael's that affects them and to care
gonna be on Murmur, ended up doubly accessible.
written. 'Swan Swan H' uses the _about it. We're not telling you
"If the album has a message, <;:ivil War as an example of the which politicians to support."
. playing 15-he took all of his

perform in the fieldhouse

. Thursday's show promises to
' be an all out powerhouse of
energy. Along with the usual
. onslaught of hits, the band has
been performing cover tunes
from Wire's Pink Flag Ip and
Iggy Pop 's "Funtime." Some
tickets are still available.

·Strawbery Banke Music
Festival Has Begun
By Deborah J. R,obinson

rather it is playful and easy to sometimes can not be heard well
listen to.
due to its low range, was promNo doubt the fact that the
Ther.e was a good balance inent throughout. The violin
first concert of the Strawberry between the musicians, espe- was good, although somewhat
Banke Chamber Music Festival cially the violin and cello pas- lacking in intensity, and I conbegan only a half hour before sages when the musical theme - tinually found myself straining
the Sox and the Mets played was alternated between the two. to hear the viola. In general her
Saturday night convinced some The technical passages of trills parts remained hidden between
people to not attend. For the and turns were impressivdy the violin and cello. ·
forty or so people that did go, performed in unison by all three
the apparent sacrifice was well musicians, displaying their exworth it.
pertise.
To satisfy the curiosity ot
The eight o'clock concert,
many members of the audience,
performed by the Apple Hill
after the intermission Pricio-tto
Chamber Players lasted only
In the second piece, Beethov- was kind enough to announce
about an hour and a-half and en's Piano Quartet in E flat, opus the score of the Red Sox game
featured works by Beethoven, 16, the strong similarity be- before embarking in the final
Schubert and Dvorak.
tween this work and one written piece by Dvorak.
. For some reason, besides just by -Mozart only a few years
acoustics, chamber music always earlier was inherent throughout.
sounds better in a church, and The strings displayed a vitality - Whether it was due to the le~d
the Unitarian U niversalist reminiscent of Mozart, while the Red Sox had, or simply the
Church in Portsmouth is no the piano was distinctly Bee- fine musicianship of the perexception. But no matter how thoven in its more romantic formers-, this final work was by
advantage_ous the setting was, style and varied intensities.
far the best. Once again Cohen's
the credit must go to the exceldominance was apparent as his
lent performances by the four
Al thou th the musicians beginning passages with the
musicians. With very few ex- waded somewhat at the begin~ piano were perfect. The cello
ceptions, the sound was always ning of the first movement, by in fact dominated much of the
one of a very unified group that the middle, the emotional in- piece, and Cohen took on the
played well together. This is no tensity was appropriately responsibility with great ease.
doubt due to the fact that the _ strong, resolving into'the recfour musicians that played on urrent original theme naturally
The second movement, the
Saturday are all Artists-in- and smoothly.
Andantine was technically the
Residence at Keene .State Colmost difficult performed all
lege.
The And-ante, the second evening, but served only to
Schubert's Trio in B flat, D. movement, produced strong enhance the artistry of the
471, a trio in one movement; solo passages by most of the musicians. Each musician took
began the concert. It featured performers, especially the pi- . ,their turn with the theme with
Anthony Princiotti. on the vi- anist, Eric Stumacher. He ofte·n _great dexterity and indivuality.
olin, Betty Hauck on the- viola, held the notes as long as possible
and Paul Cohen on the cello. As within the more rapid sect-ions, an early-work of Schube-ri's it producing a high level of vitalThe Finale, and Alegretto
is not heavy and sophisticated, ity. The cello, an instrument that scherzando was played with

equal enthusiasm and vigor. ·It
The second concert _of the
displayed a great coordination . series will be performed by The
between the musicains and New England -Brass ·Quintet on
ended the concert on a powerful November 22; Considering the
note. It left' the audience 'With - expertise of the Apple Hill
a desire to hear more. Unfor- Chamber Players, all of whom
tunately, one _must wait until are from New England, this
December for the return of the. next concert should prove to be
Apple Hill Chamber Players.
equally enjoyable.
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Pete

Pete Pete

Pete Townshend
Pete Townshend's Deep End
Live!
Atco Records
By Arthur Lizie
Pete Townshend's Deep End
Live! is an excellent collection
of ten songs culled from his
equally good Brixton, England
video. Although it was put out
mainly as a promotional device
for the video, the album is
strong enough to stand on its
own. It features four songs

Pete

child, the video, is expertly shot,
very colorful and nothing less
than thoroughly entertaining.
It includes eight songs not
included here, runs 87 minutes, 1
and is conveniently available
via a mail order form included
in the album. The video is a must
see for any Pete or Who fan.
Although a few appear in the
video no songs from his last
album White City appear here.
Pete ceFtainly has taken a ride
on the magic bus of the video
age, as both this and White City
have bad video tie-ins for easy
promotion.
The band is pleasantly tight,
but fortunately not as tight as
The Who on their last tour on
which the performances were
as polished as Vanna Whi~e's
teeth.
Pete plays acoustic guitar and
sings in his own unique manner.
. Pink .Floyd's Dave Gilmour runs ~.
though the lead guitar licks (and
sings vocals on the Townshendwhich Pete has never before Gilmour song "Love On The
recorded, four songs never Air" in the video) while Who
before available live through aide-de-camp Rabbit Bundrick
strictly legal channels, and two
songs which any .FM radio
listener of the past fifteen years
can hum backwards.
Originally only the first set
of songs was released to radio
stations on a sampler and was
not intended for commercial
release. Public interest in the
radio tracks demanded (read:
$$$) that this album be released.
The arent of this wonderful

Pete

Pete

play·s keys. Jeff Beck drummer ·a very effective blues number
Simon Phillips bangs the beat "I Put A Spell On You." Townand Chucho Murchan whimpers shend easily pulls this song off.
and whines on the bass. There where others would fail.
The surprise of the bunch is
are also a cast of thousands
included on every song too The English Beat's "Save It For
Later." This acoustic guitar/ sax
numerous to repeat.
The first side opens with the version alone makes the album
single "Barefootin' " a joyous a must for Townshend fans.'
"Pinball Wizard" is still great
dance celebration. The sax solo
and horn section are more fun even though it has been played
than Weird Al has ever thought more times than there are stars
in the universe.
of being.
"Little Is Enough" is more
The pace slows down with a
tender treatment of the Roger celebratory than the studio
Dal try recorded "After the version with wild upbeat horns
Fire." There is a warm feeling replacing the introspective syneluded here not present on the thesizer of Empty Glass.
The album closes with "Eyeother version.
Who Next's "Behind Blue sight to the Blind," the Sonny
Eyes" is beefed up by keyboards Boy Williamson song which The
while the spoken work "Stop Who recorded as part of Tom - .
Hurting People''. from All the my. This version is much closer
Best Cowboys Have Chinese to the original with an emphasis
Eyes is more tuneful and hum- on "da blooz."
Big Townshend collectors
mable than the studio version.
'Tm One" from Quadrophe- already have the video, the next
nia receives a sensitive treat- best thing to being there. God
ment similar to Pete's demo willing, Townsend ·will be there
next year and fans won't have
.
version.

The secon~;ui~i~ S\\'liWSone
o-

oEEPEND

Hallo ween Horr ors
in Your .Own Hom e
By Pano Brooks
Let's face it, trick or treat. is
out, but Halloween is still fun .
However, Halloween shouldn't
be used as just another excuse
to get drunk and steal the
neighborhood kids' candy. Why
not try a VCR and a couple
horror films? A horror film
festival can be fun withoµt _the

You would be this scared ...

prerequisite six-pack. At least
your head won't hurt so much
the next day, and the neighborhood k...ids will still like you.
"Jaws" was a hit that terrified .
people out of the water. The
great white shark, a remorseless
creature with a voracious appetite, became a symbol of
people's fear o_f sudden attack

and dismembermen t. Large
creatures such as "Jaws" that
tear humans into monster chow
have always been the grossest
and most popular subjects for
horror films. "Alien," ."An
American Werewolf in London," "The Howling," "The
Prophecy," "Grizzly," and
'"Orea" are some of my favorite
people eaters.
Demonic films play on the
fear of the devil and evil. Who
could ever forget Linda Blair
as a sweet, innocent child controlled by a demon in "The
Exorcist," vomiting green and
swearing at a priest? "The
Amityville Horror" is another
film that had thousands scared
of their basement, and sinister
windows. "The. Omen" is an
intense film starring Gregory
Peck at his scowling best. Little
.. .if you found her in your bathroom. (file photos)
kids can be such a terror. Then
there is "Freddy" of "Nightmare
On Elm Street" part one and
two. "Freddy" has got to be the
monsters took turns- clumsily ingly macho as a rough helicultimate party guest.
Mass murderers have been rolling through downtown To- opter pilot who confronts the
popular ever since Janet Leigh kyo. "Monster Zero," "Rhodan," thing.
Stephen King, a true master
was visited in the shower by and "Gamorra" are some of the
Norman Bates in Alfred Hitch- best of these clumsy building of horror, is. a writer who
cock's "Psycho." "Friday The stompers. The original "God- translates well onto film. "The
Thirteenth" is so popular that zilla" is the best of these to date. Shining," "Christine," "Salem's
there have been 5 or 6 sequels, Don't see "Godzilla 1985." It's Lot," "Firestarter," and "Silver
Bullet" have been some of his
and it has made the goalie mask · as bad as new coke.
Gore is like salt in your food. best works. A King film fest is
cladded slasher one of the most
popular faceless killers. "Hal- Too much of it spoils a good a great idea for a party.
To lighten things up after all.
loween" is about a psycho who movie, but there are some
takes incredible joy in making movies that would be nothing of the death and destruction you .: .
Jamie Lee Curtis scream. Curtis without it. John Carpenter's might want to see "Ghostbuswas at the height of her "Screa- "The Thing" must have spent ters," -with Bill Murray, Harold
a fortune on special effects . Ramus, and Dan Ackroyd at
mer" era in this film.
After Hiroshima and N aga- Some of the highlights of this their best. "Abbot and Costello
saki nuclear war became a film include an exploding dog Meet Frankenstein" is outragereality. The destruction of a with a nasty dis position, and ously funny, and reassuring.
whole city became terrifying to a man's head that runs acr.oss After all, if Lou and Bud can take
people who saw "Godzilla," the the floor . "The Thing" leaves care of the monsters that easily,
beginning of the tacky monster a large amount of popcorn on so,can we.
movie trend. Cheap Japanese the floor. Curt Russell is exceed-
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SPICER ~---------------------BUDGET------~
(continued from page 1)

(continued from page 1) .

a

U~iversity to cqntiriue strong budget is ',nec~ssary to continue
Ablonpi agreed. "In my eyes, reputation in excellence.
·,
the development of:UNH. The
mis.takes, a~d
I was caught in Royce-Carlton is reason enough.
The funding is p~rt of a budget could not be postponed
1
the middle,' Spicer said.
Royce-Carlton plus everything _continued effort to rncr~~se in future years without effecti~g
Tubbs was not ·available for else was building up to it (asking faculty s,alaries for compettttve , the quality of education, he sa~d.
comment.
for Spicer's resignation)."
reasons.
According to Haaland m
Spicer said when MUSO deAblondi also said "In an
Accor,ding to Haafand_the order to pass the budget it is·
cided not to bring Suzman, organization with strong lead- fondi.ng would increci,,se the necessary to "coriv.ince the govRoyce-Carlton objected, saying ership, the affair would probably number of faculty, prnviding ernor and the legisJation that
MUSO was legally and finan- be judged differently."
qµality efforts in education. This this is an investment in their .
cially obligated to pu,t on the
Both sides agree that the · is · to "make sure we can Qffer U niver·sity, not ours. This inevent.
. .
entire problem could have been the proper number of se_ctions.' · vestment in their University
It wa~ ~t this t.ime that Jones , handled better. Melissa Bulaong, in' general ed~oatio~ ~n.d . co~~ .· _ is a.·direct benefit to the future
1 an? G;1ffit~ dec.ided to ask for
MUSO business manager, said, . .tinue -to res.e arth excellence;
:·of the state of New Hampshire.
~ SpICer s resignat10n.
"I was very upset at the way it . said Haaland. . . , . .
.
.
.USNH enrollment has set a
Spicer said he felt he and was handled by senate and
Before the board voted, Hal- record thi~ year. 25,952 studen~s
MUSO were never aUowed to SAFC. They put a bad light on Jowa,y emphasized that ,r_h ere are currently enrolled in credtt
present their side of the story. MUSO."
·"w·as "no fluff" iri _the budget. and noncredit courses in the
"Up until the time when I
Griffith said "I think it could "We're going in with what's , ' university System. This exceeds
received their letter, Iha~ never have been handled better any really neces&ary," he said. ·
the "previous record enrollment
been asked to ~it down w1.th the . number of ways. He could have
Haaland agreed there ~as n.o of 25,768 students in 1982.
Sf\.FC Ex_ecutive Counc.~l and resigned before it hit the papers. fluff in the ,budget; He ~aid th_is . ·
.
· _·-·
give my std~ o~ the story. ·
. I think it could have been :••il•ll••••••••~p•••il•~•••·~i!l•••••i•••••••••••••••;
. Both G~~ffith an? Ablo.ndi handled better by Ron resigning ;
. -.
· , _'
· · - , ,· · ·
·. '.,
;
dis.agree .. I met wtth Spice.~ right a~ay. It's b~en a week a~d ; '
Restaura~t
tw~c~ to d.iscuss the matter, a half since we first asked him ~-- . · ·. . . · ' . · ,
.. __· ' · ·
Gnffith said.
to resign and he knew we were I '
" .
, Ablon?i said he a~dJones met serio~s."
.
.
: , ·.
, ' ·~ , .. · . '..
,·
'
w '~ Spicer four times t.o ~alk
Spicer said he ha~. recieved :.
ab . t the problem. Gnfbth, calls from student senators I
·
•' ·
•
'
·
Jon \ _and Ablo_ndi are a~l on saying I should fight it (The '
e
the S. _.~ Executi~e Counol. .
resignation request). They con- •
Spice , also ~.it? that.while vinced me I should try and fight
Jones a'iid Gr_ifftth said the. it." Spicer said he could not
Royce-Carlton issue ~as ~11 that remember the names of the •
he was supposedly being Judged senators.
· •
•·
on,_oth~r p.i:oblems MUSO has
Spicer attempted to clear his :
2 eggs any style served with
had t~1s ye~f ~ere ~ror~J~ly name at Sunday's student senate ;
roast, homefries, sausage Ji>atti,
:
taken into ,c. n.siderat10n. As m_e eting, but because he had ·!_•
ff
·
•.
Muso
~ar as those in 1d~nts. go,
and co ee
_ , already resigned, the issue was
ts a large org ntzation. I cant never brought before the senate.
$2.49
·
· •
be looking 0 er eve.:yo~e' s "We don't get involved in things .:
i·
shoulder every second. · SpICer that don't need to be discussed"
also pointed to an almost totally Ablondi said.
' •
•
new staff this year as part of the
"I guess he was just conniving ::
Cup of beef stew ser~ed with
problem.
a way to do something at se- i:
hot dog, grilled cheese,
•
. Griffith said oth<!r problems nate " he said.
·
'•
or egg salad
•
were conside~ed ~n t~e. deci~ion
If Spicer had refused to resign, ;
~.o ask for Spicer s resigna~t?n. a bill would have been intro- ;
$2·50
:
SAFC Exec made _the ,declSl?n duced on the senate floor calling •
to ask for Ron Spicer s re~1g- for his resignation.
n~tion because we question~d Spicer said "Everybody in ; YOUNG'S
his competency and leadership MUSO was behind me."
m
Veal Cutlet Dinner served
•
ab_ility. Thi_s was not only .over
Publicity director Greg Beck_·er .• . •
.
·
to~sed
:
1
1
him breaking a ega_ contract, said "We suppor.t the work that ;
whh mashed potatoes,
:
but over numerous orcumstan- Ron has done with MUSO. We •
salad,
and
roll
•,
. the seme~ter. "
.
ces. d~n~g
think that MUSO
has had some :
$3.25
•
Griff tth also said that the troubles but things are going ·• ;
,
contract
issue
enough
in
its~lf to ask
forwas
Spicer's
resigBulaong said "Everyone
.-nation.
knows Ron has worked hard."
. .

agency. They said Royce-Carlton
could sue the University System
and the Board of Trustees for
this mishandling. The company
books lecqires around the country.
·
Spicer said he re~ign~d be cause "I wanted to f1ght It (the
allegations made ~gai.nst h~m)
outside the orgarnzation without dragging MUSO through
the mud."
The problems with RoyceCarlton began over the summer,
according to Griffith. Carl
Tubbs then Arts and Lectures
direct~r for MUSO, booked
"South African activist Helen
Suzman for a date at UNH in
mid~October. Because the contract was signed by an unauthorized University employee the
contract was, in Spicer's view,
not legally binding. Spicer then
asked for a second set of contracts. Spicer said University
legal sevices backed him on this
point.
Also, the event was not approved -by SAFC, meaning_funding would not necessanly be
provided if the contracts were
binding.
,
_ .
Royce-Carlton said the ftrst
contract was legally binding, and
a court of law would rule in their
favor.
While Jones and Griffith only
mentioned two sets of contracts,
Spicer said there was actually
a third set, which was issued
before the other two.
According to Spicer, Tubbs
thought he had lost the initial
set of contracts and asked RoyceCarl ton to send a second set.
They complled with this request, and it was t~e second s~t
that was signed. SpICer also said
Tubbs mistakenly sent MUSO's
copy of the signed contract to
Royce -Carlton. In early September; Spicer fired Tubbs. At
this point, Spicer said, he asked
for a third set of contracts. These
contracts had Don Harley's
name on it as an author ized
University representative.
"He (Tubbs) made a few

,.
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RUGGED
GOOD
LOOKS
a

-.

100% COTTONMEANS
STYLE WITH OUR
RUGBY SHIRT
CHOOSE FROM AN ASSORTMENT OF CO. LORED STRIPED RUGBYS

RUGBY

_SHIRTS
Switch to low-fat dairy products and margarine. And
check the nutritional list-:
ings on food labels.
In short, be selective about
how you play this market.
Because ho matter how
much you lose, you've got
a lot to win.

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR
· YOUR LIFE

American Heart
Association

.l

~~·j·~·~•i•~•i•i•~·~·~·i•~•i•~·~·~·~·i·~~··.·.·.• • •. • • • • • • • •~• • • • • • •- • ·.~.·~-

100% COMFORT AND

reals sections. And purchase fish, poultry and
lean meats instead of fatty
or processed meats.

:

i

~~-

uce, pasta, breads and ce-

I
I
I

1

Play the market right and
you could lbse it all. .

You could lose things
like extra weight. High
blood pressure. And high
blood cholesterol levels.
The very things that contribute to heart attack and
stroke.
All you have to do is invest
wisely at the supermarket.
Buy more in the fresh prod-

•.

$28.90
Comp Value $43.50
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.GLOBESC.O PE.

MICS

(continued from page 6)

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

by Mike Peters
I'

'" - AND ,

REMEMBER
TO WATCM l,IOOR
LANGUAGE,,.
iM6 PRAlJING

MANTISES ARE
COMINGOVeR
TONIGHT,,,

·• HEAOACHe, NEUIZITIS

g NOfTALGIA"

\jJ fA ~T T&US /t\OfZNIN G- "'6
12EM.IUO IT uJA5TOO l.ATe•. HE
I

WASALllEN>VtN~ Et>tSoOE OFT~(

008IE GILLIS JHOW.~J,.tt WAS f'S,;. ,
00 I 6ET

.w.ret.f

\N'TO SITOATloMS

L-ll'E Tttt5,,ANV-

' · t.ll'E f ~·T .
KNoN I"') IP- .
JujT

- PARENTS /
' (continued from piige 3)

-

through the student they can
participate and feel pa,r t of it,"
said Renee Romano, who is in
charge of organizing ~he wee·
kend.
,For more information about
events or questions, stop by the
Parents Association office located in the bottom floor of the
MUB.

_..

SCUBA

..._

· (continued from page 2)
ity ·before other interested underclassmen. Dr. Belies feels ,
that there is a problem with the
' enrollment procedure. "The
problem is that most of the
people in the class graduate the
same year they take the class
so we can't offer any advanced
courses in SCUBA."
Dave Arbetter does not mind
that he will graduate without
,any. adv,ariced in~truction in
SCUBA. "I can't wait to go
diving back home in Florida,"
said Arbetter. ,"The water is a
lot warmer there."

nJ\fhteN 2ltP'/ FlNlSMEO BllfAll-

~A'/NA'2D~ 'HOW

Globescope is sponsored by
the Global Tomorrow ·coalition
and the Lincoln Filene Center
for Citizehship and Public Affairs. ·

LCJC"V.

I 6VfjS .1.',

WA'/'?

-WE AT MACAO ASK:
WHO'S READY FOA
- ANOTHEA FUTON? .

BLOOM COUNTY
WI/tr... Ler fl5 Gf/659... YO<I~

by Berke·Breathed
... YW'K6 II

&er17N6 CLMNlfP VP 1rJ Mlffi.
YOVI< ff/TV/?€' IN-tAW5 ANP
YOIJ'Rl A t.trrl£ NlKVOV5.

trm.e Ne/('1()(/5.

· 35Main St. Durham
Phone 868- 7051
MTW-9-5:30
TF-·8-8

S-9-4

·sHOE

. BULIMIA
and

BINGING

l\\l'E~

\-\\T'EM

M\T'EM\\

--

·•Food and Weight
Control Problems
•Specialized Treatmeµ. t of E!ating

· 'Call

Stephen L_ittle, ·
M.Ed.
at433-2233
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All letters should

Phone nutnbers
tnust be included for ., verification.
.

\

.l

Send the
award-winning

N'9' R~p~llire
.

.,

.

:

'•·

~

'

to Mom and
'

'

- ,'

it

-= 1 -·~ They cMeG wtlgn tM~rdro,µved~¥ou~~Jf _~<:!.~ ~·~~; ~~~Uj ~--4----'-·-

they can still .. keep in touch ·witha subscription fo
The. New Hampshire

. ·
··

scor0S & pi'Ctures.·ot ·.games
'!· :• campus
. . 0-0-:f_o_r
_$. . .2_4•. . .• -o-n-lynews
§' .

' . ~· ;i.·
\

/'

.,

..

....
~
,(

:r',s
y_e_o~
subscription
Stop by Room 108, MUB
· .....
· ,a

arts & f~atures

~

·~

I
§ .
§

:

.
=~~~~~~~~~ues .at UNH ·

rr~·ari"SU~sc·rrpfiOn·;o:············:····························t·:·~·················~·······i ''
: :
•

•
•

. · .· ·. .. .· "' ~ ·
. .
. .
(;neckS paVObte 'to: The N.; ~ ·.
. L.................
~ ....•.
.,··-·~·············
,...............................................................
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Dover- Large, sunny one bedroom apt. Off
street parking, walk-in closet, formal entry,
walk to town/Kari-van. $400/mo incl. h/w
749-0743

Have a future in Human Services? Want
solid experience for your resume? Parttime weekend and evening hours, available,
in residential programs for developmentally
challenged persons. Calr772-5658 Carol
of Barb
TANIOUE TANNING CENTER IS LOOKING FOR PEOPLE WHO WANT TO TAN
FREE! FOR DH AILS CALL OR COME IN!
431-7047

Seacoast living-Healthy. Trim. Career
Oriented Bl/GWM to share spacious
cathedral ceiling apartment-Portsmouth.
Your own 10-9XH-3 bedroom plus yom
own bathroom. Serious Roommates ONLY.
No Lease. Cafl 1-4!31 ~2559 $300 per month

OVERSEAS JOBS ... Summer. yr. round .
Europe, S. America. Australia. Asia. All
fields. $900-2000 mo. Sightseeing. Free
info. Write IJC, PO Box 52-NH Corona Del
Mar. CA 92625 ·

2 rooms for rent in Durham. 5 minutes to
campus-fully equipped $300/mo. AVAIL-

·i.E ::C::~s:-3[i HF •.:,it.!•; i~
, . ··ii. ...

1975 VW Rabbit New shocks. Will run with
little work. or great for parts .1200 of B / O
Call Abby 659-2180keer)trying

'

ACTMST is acid rain eating away at you?
Has nuclear waste got you down in the
dumps. Do something about it! Organization
working to elect environmentalists to
Congress needs telephoners to contact
-membership and raise funds. Hours: Sun.
-Thurs. 5:30-9:30. $5.001 hr. p~us. Call
Susan after 1:30 p.m. 431-1571.

Turbo PC-XT 5 meg hard disk, 6 4oK. chOice
of video card and monochrome monitor.
$t 299.oo. Call 332-8858 days.
WOl)LDN'T IT BE COOL TO HAVE YOUR
OWN TYPEWRITER? BUY ONE Of MINE
SO I CAN EAT! CALL 659-7632

Cook for money: help with entertaining
James at 742-3377.

WANT A MOPED TO SPEED AROUND
CP,MPUS AND THE SEACOAST?
MOPEDS 1) PUCH 2)HONDA EXPRESS
BUY ONE OR BOTH! CALL 659-7632

Looking for amatuer photographers to
shoot sporting and social events. Pay per
picture. C.all James or Chris at 742-3377.

1983 LeCar-New tires. brakes, muffler;
1 OKmiles; $1700 or best offer; call 659 5447 evenings

Want an ·interesting and challenging job
helping students and creating new projects? Try us! The student job board. We
have a position open for a student person- · 1980 VW Rabbit-standard. tape deck;
equalizer AM/FM stereo, excellent con~ ·
nel coordinator, 5-20 hrs/wk. Contact the
dition, 106,{)00 miles. Asking $1500.00 659student job board at 862-2045 or Rm. #322
7446
in the MUB between 2:30-4 M&W or 12:302 T&TH.
SKIERS-I have a brand new pair ofTyrollia
SEEKING musicians for business e.riter~ . 390D bindings still in the box. These are
$120 bindings, make me an offer, I'm tired
tainment. no rick. Call James or Kristen
of them being in my room. Chris at 868 at 742-3377.
1290
Telephone interviewers needed for UNH
poll. On campus employment. Nov. 3-7. Dot Computer-new style drives, MS-DOS.
MULTIPLAN. VOLKSWRITER, BASIC and
Day and eves. Flexible hours. $4.00-$4.50.
more. Brand new, 3 mo. warranty $500.00.
Telephone 862-1751 for details & to sign
Call 332-8858 days
up.

1982 Datsun 4X4 King Cab truck, fiberglass
topper, sun roof, trailer hitch, power steering
and brakes, 150,000 miles. very good
condition. $4800 Call 868-1365 ask for
Kirsten
1981 Wilderness Travel Trailer 19, heater.
stove . refrigerator, sleeps 6, full bath,
tandem wheels, $4.000. firm-phone 7423276.
.
1978 Toy0ta Corolla Wagon-5 speed, air.
cond./heat. AM/FM. snow tires. good body,
reliable, $800, 868-.6330 eves.
Ford window van. 1979 runs well, new tires
$-950. Call 868-5156 eves.
2 Roundtrip bus tickets anywhere Trailways
goes. Good through 2/17 /87. $190 or best
offer. 659-6865 after 6.
Women's SKI Jacket. SKYR brand, downfilled. white with thin red trim, very attractive.
. $35. Christine. 659-7431 .. ·
HELP!! WANT A FREE TRIP to the gorgeious WHITE MOUNTAINS for a celebration??? Do you also want to meet new
PEOPLE AND l-IAVE FUN?? Yes, this .can
happen to you if you want to help in the
NHOC annual ski and swap sale. Nov. 13,
14, 15, All interested please come by to
the organizational meeting at 7:00 p.m
.Tuesday Oct. 28, rm. 129 MUB!! Or stop
by anytime for more info. No experience
necessary.
Part time salesperson to merchandise and
sen ski fashions and sportswear. Applicant·
must be a skier. Apply in person at Putnam's
Ski and Sports. 990 Lafayette Rd. Portsmouth.
For Sale- 1973 VW Bog. 4 cylinder 4 speed,
metallic blue, good condition. dependable
transportation. Asking $625 or best offer.
Call 868-3122 and ask for Keith.
For Sale- 1974 Mercury Cougar. looks and
runs real nice. Many new parts. Have all
reciepts. Asking $1200 or best offer. Call
Wade at 862-4427.

l_P_ersonals----'I~
E-BUNNY. I HEART YOU!! LOVE, GUARD
KJTTY.

·***********
.
. ********************
. *_*
. ... *...

Hi Punkin, Happy Halloween! Too bad
UMASS is so far away cuz I really miss
rolling in the leaves, playing frisbee, and
lazy Saturdays eating Planters Peanuts
and pizza goldfish, but most of au. I miss
you. Have you been under any rushing
trains lately? Thanks for beautiful memories. Take care and keep in touch. Love
A Friendly Cherub.
DESPERATE! Need a ride to UNH from
Portsmouth- for 8:00 classes. Wifl share
expenses. Make my day. Cafl 433-0838
after 2:30 pm any day.
ADOPTION: We're a loving happily married
couple. academic physician and psychologist. Eager to adopt white newborn.
CC>nfidentiaL Call collect 212-724-7942
We want YOU! ·And YOU want to be a
Freshman Camp Counsetor! So pick up
your Application and sign up for an
interview-RlGHT NOW!f Freshman Gamp
Office is Rm. 1-35 in the MUB! We're waiting
for you...
Here's a personal for my favorite camp
counselor who lives on Main St ..It was good
to see you this wkend Annie M. Don't be
such a stranger. Love M&M
YOU HAVE A SERIOUS PROBLEMH You
have not picked up your Freshman Camp
Counselor Application. Go directly to our
office in the MUB. rm 135 and get one now,
and-don't play ball in.the house~
To the tone.ly senior football player you
look like a real (desperate) ierk, waiting
for one of your telephone dates behind Tin
Palace.
Baby Boob<> Face- I love you very much.
BooboFace:
Ht TO HALL HOUSE
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE CREW
TEAM FOR THE GOOD RESULTS THEY
. HAD THIS WEEKEND. GOOD JOB BOTH
MEN AND WOMEN. KEEP IT UP .. SEE YA
N02
WANTED: A ST ATS TUTOR!!! Intelligent
female English major has difficulty relating
to mathmatical concepts. HELP! l am in
Soc. Stats 520. barely passing, and will
pay $5/hr. Call 862 - 4091 and leave
message fo~ Marla.

MARKETING DAY 1986. lntere·sted in
Sales. Market Research. Corporate Strategy, Retailing and other related fields?
Listen to experienced protessionats talk
about their marketing careers~ Wednesday,
October 29th, 9am-3pm in McConnell, Rm. ,
312.
ATTENTION : For all students interested
in exchange progJams to San Diego and
Santa Cruz, deadrine for spring- semester
is October 3atn. For those interested in
Arundel, England exchange, deadline is
October 27th. Please leave applications
at the Dean of Students Office above
Huddleston Hall.
·
WANTED: Good home for adorable. playful
house broken tiger kitten. Free call Kath749-1739;

P-ooh Bear-You give great bear hugs!
·To the UNH Hockey Team. nice finish. Chris
L., you are the finest.
DON'T READ THIS unless you dare come
on the collegiate.4-H spook rid~. Admission
$1 .00. Pick ups in front of Smith Halt. 1st
ride at 6:30.
· WADE-76 Honda still for sale, you left me
<tn out-of-service number Deborah, 8682329.
From MMA Dave to APO "Quasi-Brothers."
Thanx for the great time! Kim. you're an
animal! Hi Elaine! Kathy-;- do you enjoy
totalling cars? Diane, let me be your bottle!
ALL: Arriy has my address, please write.
See Y'H later!!!
Think about the relationship which is most
important to you. What .is your role? Are
you an equal? Do you like that?
Have you ever thought about acquaintance

.,,Y~o_u_k_n_
ow_._a_n_
d_tr_
u_m_·~~~~~~-

Happy Birthday

Drinking isn't as much fun ~
~
when you're legal
:

Lynn

You. Wild" Woman

i'

11

~

Happy 2 lst Birthday Andy! i'
.

RESUMES-First impressions count. Make
a great presentation at your next interview~
Call Teresa at your Mcintosh Personnel
742-8325.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii-iiiil with
rape someone
and the forms
takes?
can
happen
you itjust
metItor
someone

iC
ir

Love,
Th S
e . cums

ATTENTION: For all students interested
in exchange programs to San Diego and
Santa Cruz, deadline for spring semester
is October 30th. For those interested in
Arundel, England exchange, deadline is
October 27th. Please leave applications
at the Dean of Students Office above
Huddleston Hall.
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SMW of Bagdad Road: Thanks for the
midnight aerobic class. I feel these classes
are truly beneficial to building my self
confidence as a mainstream. hot blooded
American man. Your pseudo-Dr. Ruth
therapy plan has enabled me to remain
active for longer periods of time. Thanks
again, your exhausted content s,tudent.
Do I know you're seven, but you're a no
apartment having a birthday, seven year
old mother!! Take care of Gus and Aunt
Bunny. Happy 22nd and gooney-goo-goo.
Love Di & Anne

*********~********************~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-M-A-RK_E_T-IN-G-DA-Y-19_8_6.-l-nt-~r-e-~-ed-in

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

NOTES FROM THE ~IDG~. ·

By David Brackt ey

:f: ~·1: s~~~.i ~t "Beef
.

·

~Of- Lwic.,\,, Tod~

!

Sales, Market Research, Corporate Strategy, Retailing and other related fields?
Listen to experienced professionals talk
about their mark_eting careersfWednesda'J.

Cc~u;J'ei ~~rh. 9am-3pm in McConnell: R;:
312.
Ken and Tony: We'll bring the champagne
if you provide the beach. Love Deb and
Monica.
T.J.-Thanx for all your help!! Never forget
"The Beautiful Ones." You're-an awesome
friend! Love, A Little Sister Pledge.
Peanut butter man-You're a sweetie .... thanx ·
for the good times!! What a great big brother!
Love always, Your "little" Sister.
JR -Congratulations buddy!! I'm psyched .
that we're in this together-it's gonna be
a blast! Love. ED
Kappa Sigma Little Sisters. We're psyched
and proud you chose us-thanx. You guys
are great! Love, Elena &-Jodie.
For Sale-Red Audi 4000, standard, fuel
injection, excellent condition, A.C. rust
proofing, miracle shield, with only 60,000
miles. Asking $3., 200 Call Chris at 8686167.

1
Snake horror stories

Gigantic Flea Market-to benefit COCHECO
VALLEY HUMANE SOCIETY. At 4-H build ing, County Farm Rd . Dover, Oct. 25-26,
9-2. Info. 749-5322.
Kimmy-Hope you feel better. Maybe next
week? Love ya. Andrew
Susan-don't worry, you' ll make the right
decision. Chris
,
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LETTERS
CONTINUED

·McEachern
To the Editof .
My town of Kensington's Civil
Defense di-recto\, Sandy Mitchell,
recently said, "if Public Service can't
take the people a.way from th_e risk,
we need to take the risk away from
the people."
As a mother of 3 teenagers, I
believe ju~.t wov;idiri.g values, food,
shelter, lo_ve:; and even a college
~dticatfon ~ i;s 'po lo.nger enough to
.fu~fill the ,responsibllities of 20th
century parenthbod. In this age .of
the nuclear war threat hovering
over us, we rnust try harder to instill
hope in our children for the future.
We can de this by taking car'e of
the earth that will Stistain our
children's and grandchildren's lives.
By NOT paying homage to the
earth, NOTcaring that our drinking
water will become too tainted with
radioactive material from oumer9us
nucle.a r reactor plants to d1;.,ink, we
are basically telling our· children
NOT to st,rive through college,
NOT to develop long ranged goals;
for if the nudear war doesn't wipe
'us out in the near future, nuclear
energy waste and radiation surely
.
will.
I simply do not understand how
all you well-meaning mothers and
fathers can work so hard to provide
you childre_n with special Christmases, comfortable homes, and
someh9w get them through college,
and then not c·a re what kind of an
environment you send them out
into as· young adults. Your job of
raising the kids is technically over
when they leave home, but whether
you like it or not, your responsibility
ordoes nQt"end--there. 0l;lr- n~sponsi
bility to provide a safer world for
Jhe kid<:~·and other Reople, never

'

ends - it's an ongoing job. Only
when Gov. Sununu publicly declare~·
his '8 children's· backyard in far-6ff
Salem available to .store nudear
waste, will I change my opinion of
him . ln addition to being greedy
.and insensitive to the wishes of the
people, I will also label him "stupid"
to not recognize the haz-ardous
threat. Obviously, Gov. Sununu
cannot fathom a future for hi.s
'
grandchildren.
As for the argument mo.s t often
heard by Sununu supporters that
his term of governor has br;oug~t
increased econorpic prusperity to
the state ·o f New Hampshire. Since
many other states' economies have
experienced an upbeat turn, I
·question how much is attributable
to their respective governors, and
how· much to the national trend in
general. Whereas it is generally
known that farm states are in an
alarming rate of recession, despite
the quality or concern of their
governors, could a Sununu really
c(eate a surplus in a severely
recessed state such as Nebraska?
Of c;ourse, those states in recession
could brag about a large surplus
budget, too, if their governors put
off paying the states' due bills, like
our governor does. That simply is
no way to handle the state's business
_
professionally.
-Never have we had such an
exciting and easy chance to profoundly halt the ravishing of our
environment by merely taking the
time to go to the polls on Nov. 4th
to mark an "X" next to Paul
McEachern' s name for governor.
NEVER has your single vote counted for so much. Please exercise your.
freedom to vote and let your
conscience be your guide.
Barbara C. Boudreau

·ro th~ Edi"'ror:
__

....

·_ti·

The Seabrook Nucf~ar Power

:'lant and PSNH should be ap !'lauded for their foresight in
lctermining -that the Nuke is so
,,1fe that the 10 mile Emerger;icy
•'vacuation Zone could be reduced
i 2 miles. A 2 mile zone removes
• 11 the stress of State and Town
t·. vacuation planning.
I magine .. . a disaster occurs at
.·abrook ... a somber voice begins
, talk over loud speake.rs ... "AU
, , ,.·)SC people livi.og inside the .2 mile
Jcuatioo zone, -please evacu.a te
-·1ur homc;s ...your. school children
' re being bussed to Exeter and the
ilart of Kensington closest to East
K.ingstbn .'.:ao' nbt ·w orry ... military
g11ar'ds wifl direct traffic. .. "
There is a pause ... you can tell that
l h e "voice." is conferring :with
.1omeooe ... high static pier-ces th€
loud speaker and the somber voice
rcturns .. ."All of thos_e people out.<:ide of the 4 mile zone, go oo with
'
your ev~ryday business."
That's great! I was so relieved
when I learned of this 2 mile.
evacuation zone proposal. Now,
;i l I o( the_towns surrounding the
! mile zone can become Ghost
Towns, excuse me, I ~eant, "H~st
Towns." Our children will be safe
;n school and Manchester will be
,·,ff the hook. l never did think those
hus drivers wanted to come to the
·,eacoast ·in the first place And
, ;overnor Dukakis should allow
1\me.:s bury and Newburyport to·
become Host Towns . After all... that's the least he can do after
l:ausing such a ruskus over Evacua-.
rion plans. ·
Another advantage of the 2 mile
zone in the event of Seabrook
mishap is that at the height of
courist season, North Beach can still
remain open. Vendors can still sell
hot dogs and ice cream. Econom~
ically,- Hampton and Salisbury
Bea~hes will take a fin,;incial beating,
.blJJ.:r.coIT1e on, Folks! If it wasn't for
the Nuke, we wouldn't have any
electricity to eve~ ~I:'~~a_te busi1

,

nesses! Ut course, P~NH Ratepaybut without proof of wrongdoing
ers will still have their high bills ' i( ~.i,'as improper of the!TI to shut
but I guess that's the price they'll
tll~,: -picnic down. I guarantee that
have to pay. Let's face it, "Glowing "lh<t police had no such proof. What
in the dark" is ultimately better than
rhcy did do was to exploit those who ~"being in the dark."
were una·ware of their rights to
VOTE PAUL McEACHREN FOR ' peaceful gathering ~ The ' Greek
GOVERNOR ON,NOVEMBER 4,
picnic is not a drunken mass' 6f
p(·ople (that's Homecoming); rath' 1986.
c r ::i t-ime for people from different
! 1u;1ses ro· get acquainted. Barbara Cadwell
>;o far the Durham authorities
'E.xett;r N~w I-f~~pshire
h :t ve-. ruined my f itst tWO' Greek
1,i(nics. Students-can make sute they
, Lin't make it three for three. Let's
l;ccome aware of our rights. Second' -'
To the Editor:
i i . .register to .vote in Durham; there
ti I'.r .~s ~.~.r~. in£.! - E.2-;$-~t ap.gfy,,,:w~er: ·.m: enough srudc;nts in town to elect
· . ~lit~a r:n s f q4e,s t" .,J~\\;!J).~ ,J.i!;p th mg f'f'ople with our point of view to
b(i:rtet' to do tfian·'nassTe '·t:lie Greek
; : )\V r:i· offices. Perhaps: the -Durham
~s·y~ertj '.o ver petr~·~'~,!.fers :JL~Ji . : ~i l{~e'. ~ould~:(foB~ JP ~ppre.ss~vF
·has been· here for mahy years with
·"J<l ljfw, students were apprbpnattng
the Greek system playing as big a ;._, :;c:ii<next.annual budget.
part of college life as any other
aspect . Yet re.c ently the Du'r ham
Mathew Galvin
police_ and Public Safety feel. ·the-y
must intervene when:ever there is
a Greek function. It is not ·as if the
fr~ternities are turning 'dhirik
drivers onto the streets or disturb.
·
ing the public.
· This recent Greek picnic is a ! ~etters to the editor should
pr~me examJ?le of how they are
un1ustly cracking down. The entire ' De typed and signed, an-d
evem was con~ained behind Pike, , must include an address
peaceful and quieter than most
.~toke stereos blaring out the win- · md telephone number
,lows. But the Durham police found
verification.
11 necessary to close the picnic. Their .
Acidress·.an·mail ·_to: .
r;:,::isons were very flimsy. Sergeant
l\1cGann could not have seen the
__The New Hampshire,
(!reeks letting people in without
t 1rst checking for proof of age. You
Room 151,
were unable to see the actual
MUB.
f'ntrance from the road. Secondly,
111yself and several other peoples'
-;ole .responsibility that day wa,s to
card people and mark the minors ..
Deah Kidder states how "it is not
unusual for the police to question
what's going on" when alcohol is
se r ved at a large gathering. The
polic~can suspect all th<:y want,

a

for

T.,1e best way to · reach
10,000 people is thtoUgh
the classifieds

------------------------------=. I
. .
'
-Personal-For·Sale-Help Wanted-Services.-H~usirig-Lost &-Found-Rides-Travel-Yard Sales~Sports

~----------------------------~---~-~
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Socce r
Team
Boasts
•
win

Tennis team fourth
in stiff conlpe tition
.

By Stephen Skobeleff
The general consensus from
the Wildcat women's tennis
team is that they played some
terrific ~ennis at UVM this past
weekend. UNH placed fourth
in an eight team New England
Championship tournament.
Dartmouth turned in the winning performance.
The fourth spot was pkasing
to the women for several reasons. One such reason was that
the compete_t,ion at the event
was very stiff. "We did really
well considering we played
against the top teams in New
England," explained team
·member Louise Martin. "Most
of those schools recruit from
all over the country." ':fhe fact
that, they placed better than
Harvard also delighted the 'Cats.
"We beat Harvard and we
weren't supposed to," noted
sophomore racketeer Deb Rinaldi.
Individually no 'Cat finished
better than second place. Senior
Ami Walsh accomplished that
finish in first singles competetion. Walsh defeated BU's Adriana Copete 6-2, 6-1 and Stephaine Fucu of Brown 7-6(72), 6-2 before tumbling to
Dartmouth's Chris Kirkmire
7-5, 6-0.
Jen Radden and Stacey Murgo
both mustered second marks in
consolation finals, Radden doing it in number two single~ and
Murgo managing it in the
number four singles slot. In
third singles Rinaldi concluded
with a fourth place.
In doubles rivalries, UNH's
first duo of Martin and Liz
Lerner picked up a second in the.
consolation final. Meanwhile
the number two team of -Sandy
Richter and Laura Hebert placed
third in their corripetetion.

'

UNH's men's soccer team
I:Iebert was happy with the
wasn't boasting one of the better
performance that she and her
records in their league going
partner executed and with that
into competetion on Sunday, but
of the squad overall. "We did
their ·rivals for the day, the.
really well considering that we
Northeastern Huskies, were
were playing the top teams in
supporting an even worse mark.
New England. Most of those·
The Huskies were unable to
teams we hadn't seen in regular
improve on their poor record
competetion." Laura also men· as the UNH boys dominated 5tioned that UNH' s weekend was
0.
further highlighted by the aquiThe Wildcats scored three
sition of the annual sportsmangoals in the first half and then
ship award_given away at these
kicked in unneeded insurance
championships. The award is
goals four and five in the second
given to that team which dishalf.
plays 'the good sports' quality
The trouncing began when
best.
'Cat Jack Sebastian took a pass
With the Championship's
from mate Peter Spiegel and
conclusion, so too did the Wild.deposited it in the Husky net.
cats conclude their bright seaGoals were also had by Jim
son. The team ended with an
Druding, who later -added an
8-4 record and believes it can
assist, Marc.Griffin, who earlier
do just as well .. .if not better next
added an assist, Scott Brennan,
year. Rinaldi affirmed this by
and Ken Cooper. ·
explaining "We are going to
Meanwhile,· netminders Dave
miss Ami (but) we should do
well with everyone else return- The men's soccer team improved its record to 3-8-1 with. it$ Barlow and Chris Jay split duties
defeat of Yale.(Mark DesRochers photo)
in the UNH goal with Barlow
ing."
saving two and Jay holding off
one.
The crushing elevated the
'Cats record to 3-8-1. The squad
battles again today when it
tr<ivels to Central (.:onnecticut . .

Wildca t runner s stub toes

By Rich Finnegan
The men's cross country team
competed in the ECAC North
Atlantic Championships on
Saturday. Despite some fine
individual performances the
'Cats finished up tenth out of
the ten team field. Powerhouse
Boston University had the top
three finishers and edged out
Northeastern for the team title.
BU's Dean Crowe was the
meet's individual winner with
a time of 24:53.
Siena finishe<;i up third. with
98 points while Niagra was

fourth with 123: Rounding o,ut came in thirty-eighth overall,
the top ten were Colgate (149), clocking a 28:10. Freshman
Vermont (165), Canisius (166), Randy Hall continued to run in
Hartford (207), Maine (212) the top three as he took fortyand New Hampshire (221).
sixth and finshed with a time
The team ran well but could of 28:28.
have done much better. They
The squad has its biggest
were disappointed to finish meet of the season next weebehind the Maine team that they kend when it travels to Connec-.
had beaten in dual meet action. ticut for the New Englands.
Junior Peter Hammer was Hopefully Boulanger' s squad
New Hampshire's top finisher can rebound from a disappointfot the third straight m_eet. ing performance Saturday and
Hammer .completed the course do some damage at the New
in 27:28, good for twenty-eighth Englands-.
overall. Senior Scott Rhodes

Men's crew squad outsm arted by MIT

r-STIC·K S-<cominued from page 28)
not capitalize until ODU scored
with thirty-three seconds left
in the game. UNH continued
to hustle but the game ended
before the Wildcats could score
again.
Coach Didio said with mixed
emotions after the gaine, "ODU
controlled territorially and skillwise through a good portion of
the first half. We came on at the
end of the first half, but then
lost momentum when they
scored their second goal. Yet
we showed tremendous character in coming back from a two
goal deficit against a team (of)
the caliber of ODU." .
The loss was disappointing
but should not affect the team's
spirit for the upcoming weeks.
UNH meets Springfield College
Wednesday night at Springfield
and plays next at home on
Friday agail!st 'Boston College.

Fourteen crews from the
By Paul Tolme
attitude and nature on . his Dallery, both freshmen, towed
schools rowed in the
seven
The men's varsity crew team varsity boat that should make well considering their inexpenovice ·ra<;e and UNH convincglided down the calm Connec- it possible to successfully switch nence.
ticut River at the Dartmouth divisions.
Despite the great rowing of .ingly took a second, fourth, sixth
Invitational Saturday and turned
Results of the JV race should the rest of the team, it. was the and seventh. Allsopp values his
in a very good performance.
bolster Allsopp' s application.
novice boat which Allsopp was strong novice crew, saying its
The men's varsity eight boat
Rowing along the misty river most excited about. 'Tm ecstatic, competitive attitude generates
finished second by four seconds in the perfect cool, damp air the I feel we're making great pro- an internal rnmpetition among
to MIT; fourteen minutes, thirty JV boat won impressively. UNH gress," he said of the boat he team members_,. necessary for
four seconds to 14:38. The UNH · passed the MIT shell, defeating feels has great size and attitude. team improvement.
men rowed a strong race over it by 4 seconds. Allsopp said he's
the 3 mile course but were "never seen better timing on
----FOOT·BALL---~----..
slowed attempting to pass the the boat. "I know how good
MIT shell.
these guys can be," said Allsopp
(continued frcmi page 28)
The MIT coxswain refused of the boat. he considers very
this one a 28- UNH had restored its 8-point the Northeast's finer quarterto yield when UNH approached strong. "I always knew they had three field goals,
make it 18- cushion, 21-13.
to
shot,
chip
yard
backs. Bobby Jean, who relies
from behind and kept the Wild- it in them."
7 UNH the half ended with the
O'Leary (4. interceptions on mainly on his strong right arm
cat shell steered to the outside
The JV eight victory is even
to this 11-point the day out of 11 total passes), more than his feet, and Jim
of the course. Head coach Chris - more impressive considering 'Cats holding on ·
/
.
margin.
on Northeastern's next posses- o·~ry, probably the finest
AHsopp stressed that it is dif- they were rowing in a training
Norquarter,
third
the
In
sion, was picked off by Wildcat running QB in these parts.
wake,
ficult to row in a boat's
boat which weighed about 70
theastern got its offense in gear. safety Ted DeGas-pers to set up
which is what UNH had to do.
pounds more than the other
rushes and Facey's J:hird three-pointer of
With his three field goals Eric
Allsopp was impressed with competitor's shells. This boat After four O'Leary
Huskies· the afternoon. This one was. Facey took one more step tothe
carries,
Olson
three
the performance of his "up and sho~ld have an extremely good
found themselves with a second from 28 yards at 2:58. The wards earning a place in the
coming" squad and hopes this sprrng. ·
goal at the UNH 10. Senio~ Huskies came back with bang UNH record book. Facey now
and
strong showing will make it
UNH was the only team
Hooker (9 however.
' has 20 <;areer field goals and
possible to switch from Division which had some of its top crews halfback Lonnie
carried
yards)
5
5
carries,
On the prettiest play of the needs only three more to break
II to Division I competition. competing in training boats.
middle and into game, O'Leary h'it Hooker rac- -austy Fowler's 1980-83 total
UNH is currently a Division II Along with the JV boat the straight up the
rin._~ his team
to
zone
end
the
ing down the left sideline for of 22.
team, but Allsopp has filed an varsity lightweight boat also
a 59-yard scoring strike, which
application to enter Division spot·ted its competitors 70 to within five, 18-13.
The fourth quarter was Fa- ·erased any smiles on the Wildcat
Bobby Jean moved into seI. UNH defeated Boston Uni- pounds. The UNH lightweights
and sidelines. O'Leary then threw ' cond place on UNH's all-time
versity and Dartmouth Satur- finished third out of three teams cey's. Jean carried on a third
one at the Husky 8-yard line and to sophomore wide-out Derrick passing yardage in a season list
day, both Division! schools.
~nd lost to Dartmouth and BU.
greeted by seand is only 136 yards away from
Wesleyan, Amherst and LoNevertheless, Allsopp ,was uncordiallyJohn Butcofski, Luby for the 2 point conversion
linebacker
nior
.
surpassing Denis Steven's 1981
to make it UNH 24, Northeastwell rounded out the seven- praised the work of his boat.
which brought Facey in for a 26- ern 21.
total of 1754 yards.
school field.
"They did a commendable job,"
field goal attempt. Facey
yard
game contrasted two of
The
Allsopp sees hard-~~~ki-rig he said. Mike Irons and Jess~
drilled it down the middle and
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Hockey team smokes peace pipe, ties ~hiefs 5-5
·By Chris Heisenberg
Proving that turn around is
only fair, the UNH men's hockey team scored three unanswered third period goals to tie
Lowell 5-5 in the home opener
Saturday night. Earlier in the
week Lowell had scored four
third period goals to beat UNH.
The fons who turned out,
rather than watch the Red Sox
game, saw several things which
were missing last year. Firstly,
the defensemen got involved
in the offense and secondly, a

powerplay connected for two
goals.
Lowell came out with its usual
agressive play and opened up
with a two goal first period lead:
The first goal came from Randy
LeBrasseur after a flury in front
of goalie Greg Rota. LeBrasseur
lifted a rebound over the
sprawled Rota.
At 14 minutes into the quarter Lowell again connected, this
time on a fluke goal. Jim Newhouse gathered a rebound behind the net, and from there

banked the puck off a defense- Horner again connected. This Captain James Richmond took
man' s skate into the goal.
time he was set up high in the a feed from Horner outside the
The home fans fin ally got a slot by Lazaro and fired a rising left circle and his wristshot
chance to heave the now tradi- slapshot over Harris' shoulder, trickled off Harris' blOcker and
tional fish onto the ice early in just under the crossbar.
into the net.
the second period. On an early
The Chiefs came right back
The Wildcats then took adpowerplay Steve Horner col- with three goals of their own,
lected a Jeff Lazaro rebound off as LeBrasseur scored on a pow- vantage of Harris wandering
the end boards and slammed it erplay rebound, Tony Lopilato out of his net as he tried to clear
into the empty side of the net scored on a two-on-one, and the puck. Freshman MarkJohnbefore goalie Peter Harris could LeBrasseur finished his hattrick .son quickly shot the puck back
come across. It was Horner's - by lifting a semi-breakaway over on net, which Harris was able
to knock down. But Quintin
first of three on the evening.
Rota.
·
Just 50 seconds later, with
UNH started its comeback . Brickley was there for the
UNH on another powerplay, at 7:29 of ·the third period. rebound.
·The comeback was completed
with just over four minutes
temaining, and UNH down ·a
man. A clearing shot struck
Lowell's Jyrki Maki at center,
and bounced to Steve' Horner.
With a quick inside move he
broke in alone, and lifted the
puck past Harris.
The game ended in a-tie, as
neither team could score in the
ten minute overtime. Lowell
replaczed Harris with Dave
Delfino, and he made four saves.
Rota matched him with four
saves of his own.
'Tm hoping this will carry
over to the Providence game,"
said Horner after-the game. "I
really feel that this team is
comming together now. We had
a slow start, but we said 'if they
:can score four goals in the last
period, then we cap. too'." _

"We've practiced the specialty
teams all week long, and it paid
off," Horner continued. "We
· UNH's sophomore .right winger Steve Horner has just stolen the puck and is about to score the games last goal, making ' know we need to shoot more,
and we started to do that."
the score 5-?.(Ronit Larone photo)
~
Brickley was still not entirely
pleased with the comeback f.or
the tie. "We're a better ' team
than they are. The next step is
to win these games. We've lost
started
first
last
Saturday
at
the
ing
the
talent
with
which
it
is
-a
lot since I've been here, and
was
impressed
with
the
control
By Paul Tolme
Dartmouth Invitational, a race loaded.
his inexperienced novice wom- we are ready to wip._119\V:~·
Women's head crew coach in which starts are
staggered
Squadroni did not bless the en showed.
·
John Squadroni and his squad by 10 seconds. With no one to
WILDCAT NOTES: UNH
JV squad with the same joyous
This is the women's first year
wanted to beat BU. And util- chase, the coxswain
received word· that Mike Roshas to accolades.
of
Division
I
competition
and
izing his strategy they were simulate chase conditions to
The JV boat finished a "dis- Squadroni feels the team should setti's wrist is broken and he
successful by an impressive 11 ·spur the team. UNH did this
appointing"
third to first place fare well against the best crews will be out for more than a
seconds.
·
month. He underwent surgery
effectively and won by about BU (17: 18) and second place in the country.
Squadroni held some compet- three lengths.
to repair it on Friday night.
Dartmouth (18:03 ). Squadroni
The
Dartmouth
Invitational
itive animosity toward BU,
The next game is against
Lowell finished third in six- said that ' because he's been · concludes the varsity's fall racwhich this year beat UNH at teen minutes, fifty six seconds,
concentrating so heavily on the ing season, although the team Providence College Wednesday
the Heaq of the Charles Regatta. Wesleyan fourth in
17:25 and varsity boat, his other squads will continue to practice on the night, down in Providence.
BU finished seventh at the Dartmouth
fifth in 17:29.
might have suffered. He men-· frigid Oyster River until Thanks- UNH now has a 0· 1-1 record
Charles this year; where UNH
Squadroni was pleased with tioned their timing and condi- giving, whereafter it will begin on the Hockey East schedule.
finished last year.
Freshmen Mark JohnsGR and
the varsity race and thinks his tioning need work.
winter workouts in the gym.
The UNH varsity eight boat strong Division I team
is showUNH's first novice boat fin- Squadroni has not decided Jeff Lazaro both picked up their
ished third to MIT and BU whether to race his novice first assists; In the first Lowell
respectively. It was a terrific first squads in the Foot of the Cha- game Dan Prachar scored his _
first-collegiate goal, and Kevin
race indicated Squadroni, who rles, coming in mid-November.
Schrader got his first assist.

Squadroni's squad glides at Dartmouth

X-country squad
Last at quad

MORNING LINE· NOTE

By Rich Finnegan
ry6ne has been impressed with
The women's cross country the outstanding performances
team came up with some fine of the squad's freshmen. Dawn
individual perform~nces but Enterlain, who has finished near
couldn't put it all together for the top all year, was thirteenth
a win. The girls saw their record overall, while Jen Briggs and
dive to ff- 7 after finishing up Tammy Toselli, nineteenth and
fourth in their quad meet with twenty-second respectively,
Vermont, Rhode Island and · rounded out the Wildcats' top
five.
·
UM ass.
With these three talented
Rhode Island took the top
spot with 3 7 points while runners coming back next year
UMass (56), Vermont (60) and with a year's experience, KreugNew Hampshire (64) all fin- er' s squad should be extremely
strong.
ished close together.
Next on the New Hampshire
Jeanne Kerrins finished up
Massachusetts' three mile schedule is the New Englands
course in 17: 17, good for fourth on Saturday. Head Coach Nancy
overall, while Patti Martin, Kreuger hopes the 'Cats can do
competing in only her second as well as their third place finish
meet since coming back from of last year even though the field
a foot injury, finished sixth in will be strong. Sophomore Cindie Defransesco will be sidelined
17:20.
Despite the team's disap- for the meet as she is battling
pointing record this year eve- a nagging foot injury.

UNH 24 ... Northeastern 2l
UMass 34 ... BU 25
Delaware 28 ... Lehigh 17
Richmond 28 ... URI 14
UConn 35 ... Maine ·19
Penn St. 23 ... Alababama 3
Patriots -23 ... Bills 3
\,

METS

President Haaland
knew his football but
couldn't pick the Series
winner and went 7-1 in
last week's morning lin~. ·
The only Liner who d'id
forsee a Mets victory was
the Old Grad, who along
with Sports Editor Paul
Tolme, finished at 6-2.
Cheif Editor Dave Olson
· andChefKarlhadaverage
4-4 weeks. The Old Grad
donates another $100 to
the UNH 100 Club.
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Sports
foot
right
Facey's
with
NU
kick
s
Wildcat
.

team, ran 77 times out of a total
By Rick Kampersal
Thanks to the consistent right of 88 offensive plays. The
foot of junior kicker Eric Facey Huskies drove down to the
and the continued strong run- UNH 11-yard line where Kevin
field
ning of freshman tailback Norm Kent botched a 30-yard
·
attempt.
goal
Ford, the Wildcats posted their
UNH took over and came
sixth consecutive victory Satat the Huskies with a 14right
.
urday before 5,600 disappointed
play, 80-yard drive of their own.
on-lookers at Parsons Field.
Contrary to their previous six ~he chief architects were Jean,
contests, UNH did not fall who completed 5 of 6 passes in
ran
behind early. With only 59 this stretch, and Ford who
seco n ds elapsed in the first 3 times for 19 important yards
of
qu arter, Ford (17 rushes, 118 and his second touchdown
Facey
yards) took a Bobby Jean han- the quarter, a 3-yard score.
doff at his own 20-yard line and didn't have to· pfay quarterback
good
sprinted the remaining 80 yards · on this play as his kit'k was
commanding
a
had
UNH
and
for the score. Ford, who has been
on a tear lately (runs of 62 and 15-0 lead.
The Huskies, not a team to
54 yards versus UConn and 5
touchdowns in his last three lay down and die, lit their side
games) has rushed for o.ver 100 of the scoreboard up on the first
series of the second quarter. On
yards for three straight weeks.
a third and goal from the UNH
scouted
we
when
knew
"We
. Norman that he'd be something 6-yard line, Northeastern's se. someday," stated a tired but nior fullback George Olson (27
happy Bill Bowes. "And that day carries, 96 yards) banged into
has come sooner than expected." the end zone to put an end to
However the excitement an 8-play, 50-yard drive. Kent's
wasn't over. On the conversion kick was good and the Huskies
attempt, Facey ~cooped up the trailed by only 8.
Not to be outdone the Wild- .
loose fumble and scrambled
stormed back. After a delay :
Cats
right, looking like Garo Yepremian. He spotted freshman of game penalty pushed the
receiver Rob Apittel alone in 'Cats back to the Husky 10-yard
the end .zone and UNH led 8- line, Facey hit the first of this
Northeastern quarterback Jim O'Leary eludes the UNl-f rush and unloads o'ne of his few
0 before the fans had even
·
settled into their seats.
Larone photo)
p_~sses.(Ronit
FOOTBALL, page 26
Th Wildcats looked as though
they were going to blow the
game open early. On the following kickoff, no Husky attempted
to down the ball and Wildcat
sophomore Garry Jordan alertly
pounced on it. Jean (16 of 29,
221 yards) drove his team to the
is exg~t
and picked up win number 12 continued to out-play the Lady those times. Winning
Husky 3-yard line, but the goal By Kathy Daly .
this was evident
and
them,
of
ed
ten
again
scored
and
ls
same
Ow
the
With
"It was a positive weekend," by a score of 3-2.
line defense prevailed.
in their play.
but opposite results, UNH minutes later.
The Huskies/ finally put a commented Head Coach Marisa score
The game opened with UNH
a
off
scored
their
Bilinski
making
Peggy
3-2
ODU
to
lost
drive tpgether with quarterback Didio in reference to the UNH
timidly. ODU took
playing
Costigan/ Caldwell corner comrecord 12-2.
Jim d'Lea·r y (25 rushes, 165 field hockey team's play against
advantage of this and scored ten
'Cats
the
put
to
shot
went
bination
UNH
Temple,
Against
yards) engineering an 80-yard Temple and Old Domjnion in
the match. U nacup by one in the first five up 3-1. Strong play maintained minutes into
drive. True to form, the Huskies, Philadelphia this past weekend.
customed to nailing early UNH
last
the
in
for
Karen
except
by
UNH
goal
a
by
on
minutes
known er_imarily as a running . UNH faced Temple on Friday Geromini. The score came off · minute of the game when Tem- began to fight back. Although
a corner hit by Sandi Costigan ple scored. This goal with Wildcat play became stronger,
which was stopped by Cyndi twenty -one seconds left, em- _they could not take advantage
the
Caldwell before Geromini took phasized the need for the Wild- oJ scoring opportunities and
the
with
ended
half
fought
hard
cats to maintain intensity in the
the shot.
1-0.
ahead
Monarchs
Lady
Temple managed tQ slip one final 1:J1inute of play. The game
,. Talk at halftime focused on
by UNH goalie Michele Flannell ended with the score 3-2 alas a team, bettering one
playing
twenty-one minutes into the though UNH was more domand and·finishing
skills
one
on
marThe
1-1.
goal
inating than the one
game to make the score
the ball in the
put
to
play
circle
That also establishes a UNH half ended with the score tied . gin shows.
By Paul Sweeney
net. UNH played well and
several
had
UNH
though
even
.
scoring
soccer
of
women's
one
varsity
played
UNH
Saturday
The UNH women's soccer
: more opportunities to score.
the mo-s t dominating and re- gained momentum, but this
team's coffin for the 1986 season record for a freshman.
second
the
into
minutes
Six
,
goalUNH
for
shutout
The
teams in the history of momentum was lost when ODU
spected
isn't quite ready to be buried yet.
, scored again ten minutes into
The Wildcats weren't about to keeper Janene Tilden was her half, Pauline Collins scored a NCAA field hockey. ODU has the half.
make
to
goal
field
impressive
Tilden
circuit.
the
on
past
the
in
seventh
four
final
the
in
been
let a bunch of Ivy Leaguers bang
At this point it looked to the
any more nails into it either. has seen every minute oLthe the score 2-1. The Wildcats five ears, winnin three of ODU team and fans like UNH
has
anq
net
the
from
season
In a must win situation, UNH
• was destined to lose. The Wildprevailed 1-0 over Yale U niver- allowed 11 goals ip those 12
cats, however, refused to accept
faced
she
Yale
Against
games.
Yale.
sity on Saturday at
this and fought back. The Wildthem.
of
all
stopped
and
shots
11
The viCtory :was the Wildcats
cats scored to make the score
Yale
the
plastered
Wildcats
The
firs~ in six games !!_nd it .brings
t'2 -l and give them new life.
their record to ~2-4-3. Yale goal with 15 shots.
The goal came when Shelly
October hasn't been the most .
doesn't play with the top womcarried the ball down
Robinson
the
for
months
all
of
pleasant
en's soccer teams in the East,
the right wing and crossed it
but any UNH victory at this UNH team. They've compiled
·into the lap of the ODU goalie.
a 2-3-2 mark through the month
·
point is crucial.
Geromini was there for the hit
Ellen Weinberg was queen so far. In those seven games,
into the net. The Wildcats
put
to
managed
only
they've
of the day, scoring the sole goal
continued to play like wildfire
of the afternoon. Actually the. three goals in the net. For the
and scored another goal just
ball didn't go into the net entire season, UNH has scored
: over a minute later. The tieing
directly off the foot of Wein- 12 goals.
goal was scored by Geromini off
The Wildcats wrap up the
berg. On a rush she made a nice I
another Costigan / Caldwell
cross net pass that hit a Yale month with a home game
comqination.
corner
Holy
of
Crusaders
the
against
defender and bounced into the
With under ten minutes to
net. Weinberg takes credit for Cross on Saturday at 3:00. As
go in the game, both teams
the goal though, her fourth on the season winds down, every
fought like crazy to score. Each
I
which
team
the
for
vital
the season. Adding those four game is
team had opportunities and did
postin
participate
to
yearns
goals to one assist, the freshman
looks
10)
(
Collins
Pauline
as
hit
to
prepares
(7)
Lozeau
Martha
from Dallas, Texas leads the '86 -~~ason play for the second year
, S1:1CKS,,·page 26
, .• ,
·
photo) , " , . . . (.' . .. 1 • .
on.(Stu Evans
',Cats in s~oring with 9 points .. ma row.
.

Field hockey team wins one~ loses

Soccer squad nails
Yale, 1-0

1
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